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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

1

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 23, 1919.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
l»KW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

Department, Check, Savings
Safe Deposit, the Burrill National Bank

In every

and
offers you as a new customer every facility
for the transaction of your business.
The

same

thousand
write
or
for particulars—your
Call
be
welcome.
will
two

than

effect, Nov. 11, 1918.

MAILS CLOSE

Going West—10.40
Going East—6.16 a

Clark,

AT POSTOFFICB

m; 6.60 p m.
m; 3.66 p m.

For Week

IN

ELLSWORTH.

at

| From

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & LTnion Rivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given In inches for the twenty-four hours

.75
Maple Syrup New, qt
.22
Decker’s Buckwheat, pkg
Pillsbury Best Flour, % bbl $1.70
.04
Corn Starch, 8oz pkg
.10
Macaroni,
Warner's
pkg
lb

Baker’s Cocoa,

£ZvJ

Saxon Wheat Food, pkg

.15

Cottolene, large pail
Red Salmon, can
My Favorite Corn, can
Shrewd

.19

buyers

.27
.14

pay Cash

the benefit of these

get

$2.00

and

SILVY & LINNEHAN, INC.

GARAGE

.

—

AGENTS FOIt

.

Overland and Chevrolet Cars
New

stock, ready for immediate
Prices, delivered in Ellsworth :
in

cars

Chevrolet Eight
Chevrolet 460

delivery,

ClevelandTractor

First Class Faint and Repair Shop
Dealers in Second-hand Cars. Second-hand
Cars now offered :
{£ pi
Three Ford Touring Cars, in good condition.

Also

:\l?
Also

a

Public Auto Service Day and Night
Ren 34-ton truck to hire for haggage’transfer
and general light trucking.
TELEI’IIOXE

-J.

A.

IIQ

IS*

THOMPSON

IVIAIM STREET

F"ir©, Marino and Automobile Insurance
Representing
Equitable Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
OF

HABTFOKD,

CONN.

Office. 65 Oak St

At Ellsworth

daily

until further notice.

%

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone

146-11

Automobile Owners1 Notice
i

can

insure your

this year at a cheaper rate than ever before, representing aevlargest companies writing automobile insurance. Gates are so low you
cannot afford to be
without protection.
car

Bra °* *be

Wm. E.

^

Whiting, agent

C.

Ellswnrth, Maine
&

SON

—Established 1H«7—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
1 reS*

lltillg

«•

g°Me of the

leading companies

H. SMITH

Manufacturing

Confectioner

Home Made
Candies For
Home Folks

of this and foreign countries

LOOK
Buy home-grown nursery stock and »e«ds.
Place your orders with us for garden seed to
Beets (Croshy’s
packets at 5 cents each.
Egyptiau), Turnips (Ruta Bags', allfar rota,
Crown),
grown
(Hollow
Parnips
(Danvers),
by us and they will all germinate. Don't forget our Raspberry Bushes (the St. Regis), the
hardiest bashes for the North, 45 cents per
do*, $1.50 per 100. Apple Trees 2 years, I and
4Lj feet, 10 cents each, $1.20 per do*. We have
the following varieties:
Stark, Baldwin,
Wealthy and Duchess. We warrant all stock
true to name. All stock is limited and will
sell at pricee quoted. Mail orders promptly
attended to. Address

^ * creani
parlor now open Hancock
County Nursery & Seed Co.
Tor Season
Maine
Surry,
STEAM VULCANIZING

NlffiSE
Mu* M. Elizabeth
Qoojins
(^'*l£LIN st^
ELLSWORTH
Telephone

it».j

TIRE AND

TUBE REPAIRING

I have recently purchased a three-cavity
bag mold which euables me to make good
repairs on any size tires. Prices right, work
guaranteed. Bring or send to—
air

L. H. MOSLEY
Franklin, St,

Ellsworth

accepted

of

invitation

an

Wivurna encampment to come to
Ellsworth/next Monday evening and work
the golden rule degree. The Bar Harbor
team will bring complete w orking outfit.
The Ellsworth encampment will serve
a
banquet at 6.30.

UNION

COMPANY

TRUST

Miss Lenora G.

for the

Maine

Ellsworth,

and

fair
fair

cloudy
fair
fair
fair
clear

very few

a

have not

made any

pay-

[WHY

ment.

Class

clpudy
fair
clear

have

the

at

parts

school

Ellsworth

assigned

been

Like

as

high
follows,

first two by rank and the others by

the

by

the

Valedictory,

class:

Eleanor

x no

will

muit-3 ui

iuc

v-uukitrt'ttiiuutti

a public supper iu
Friday evening at 6.30.
C. E. Monaghan and wife,

give

tsucieiy

the

chapel

next

Monroe Y.
for

McGown, jr.,

week’s

a

visit

in

have

Saturday

left

Boston

and

to

witness the parade of the 26th division.
Mrs. John Q. Adams and daughter
Helen, who have spent the winter in
Newtonvilie, Mass., have returned to their
home here.
Dr.

H.

L.

Saturday for

D.

Woodruff and wife left

New

York,

called

critical illness of Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Merchant.

the

:

there

by

Woodruff’s

Bccti

& W. H.
The

war

with the

train being run in
Victory loan cam-

paign, will be in Ellsworth May 1.

The

train is scheduled to arrive at 6.30 p. ra.,
7.45 p. m., and th6 local

Victory

loan committee has been asked to

an

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
In tu ranee on it?

Wewill be glad to accept a risk from you.

O.

W.

TAl,IvIvY

Insurance and
Tapley Building:, 69 Main St.

incumbency of President j
slightly less than two year.1-,
not only have all outstanding bills been
the

Haskell of

care

current expenses taken

[ % NV'Wf

of, but the debt has been reduced
A domestic science

this year on
course will be
Postmaster C. H. Leland, who has been
the recommendation of President Haskell.
in correspondence with
Massachusetts
Beaver college w’ill receive as its first
men looking for a location
for a manuunit from the Methodist centenary fund
has
called
a
facturing industry,
meeting
and more will be added later,
of the citizens of Ellsworth to be held at $250,000,
President Haskell
so that the plans of
rooms

in Hancock

hall

Ellsworth is now
wi th the Witherbee Igniter Co. of Springfield, Mass. The company has sent out

«

and

Bishop

the late

Franklin

million-dollar endowment to make
one
of
the
greatest
in America, may
women
be realized sooner than they dared to

fora

college
colleges for

Nellie Curtis

built and other
made

on

the

pects to

is

repairs

Addison

having

a

and

improvements
Maddocke house,

purchased recently.

move

into the bouse this

will be

piazza

Daddy does look funny peering over
his reading glasses when he wants to
|
see more than a few feet away. Does
j
this affect you ?

hope.

Nhe

ex-

spring.

meeting in Ellsworth
Wednesday evening, April 30, to form a
local organization of the American legion.
A meeting has been called to be hold in
Ellsworth May 30, w hen the matter of
forming a county organization will be
taken up.
There

a

Harry C. Austin has negotiated for the
purchase of Mrs. Harriet E. Davis’ house
Oak street, through the agency of O.
W. Tapley. The terms have been agreed
upon, though the deed has not yet been
lelivered. Mr. Austin will occupy the
an

place

himself.

Indications

the cabaret masquerade to be given May 1 by the Uniare

that

company of which his father
9oon

after the

war

Vineland,

worth to
residence

there

he

N.

wras

went

captain.

from

Ells-

J., and after a short
to Lynn. Ten

moved

years ago he went to California to live
with his daughter, but returned to Lynn
two years ago to reside with his sister,
Miss Clara J. Frazier. He is remembered

by

of the older

some

worth

as

a

popular

member of the old
leaves

one

other

residents of Ells-

and a
young man
Ellsworth band. He

sister,

a

years.

There

has been

an

increase

in

The Corner News Store

and

Edison

Talking Machines

Wall

(

MAINE

Papers, Window Shades,

Paints, Varnishes, Etc.
My

store on State

street, opposite

New Patterns

now

in.

Call and

CHARLES F. FULLER
BEAUTY

PARLOR

Scientific

Treatment of the Hair,
Shampoo, Facial Massage, Manicuring.
Will also sell on commission al!
articles of fancy work brought in.

Main Street

State Street,

Ellswcrth

Ellsworth
Telephone 205-2

for the Week of

Specials

April
36-inch Holland Lineen, in
Linen shades, yd

24.
Blue, Green and

Just the thing for children’s dresses, rompers, suits, etc.

Confectionery.

25?

Black Dotted

25?

Voile,

(Notice the size)
36 inches wide,
Easily worth 50.

yd

Fishing: Tackle

15?
39^

MARTIN L. ADAMS

Tobacco and Cigars
Spaulding: Baseball Goods,

25?

Small lot of Bleached Huek Towels 18x36, each

Ladies’ Round Neck Vests with short sleeves, each
SCOTT, Proprietors
A 25c value but most all size 80.
Good for large girls.
Daily Newspapers. All the latest Magazines and Period- Ladies’ White Foot Burson
Hose, a 50c number for
icals. Stationery and School Supplies.

Ice-cream, Soda Water and

see

them

F. C. & W. H.

Samoset Chocolates

the

Public Library, will re-open to- morrow.

MABEL STUDER

Mrs. John M. Peck

made during the last two

:

FRIEND

Portland, and one daughter, Mrs.
9amuel Taylor of Los Angeles, Cal.

ment has been

INVISIBLE BIFOCALS

ELLSWORTH,

Repairing and

of

Kev. Horace B. Haskell, formerly of
Ellsworth, has recently been re-elected
as president of Beaver, college at Beaver,
Pa. Reports showed that great advance-

is

OPTOMETRIST
Victor

specialty.

DAVID

answer

E. F. ROBINSON

Ready-made Clothing
cleaning

THE

j

GOOD LINE OF

AT REASONABLE PRICES.

The

itryptojc
IV GLASSES JLY.

the

lieutenant
Ellsworth

so

<

H. Clark of

war, going to the front as first
of Co. B, 6th Maine infantry, an

you look

funnytf

Hamilton

the

r^Von't move, daddy,
^

Marriage Custom.
following announcement: “Mr. H.
For women to take their husbands’
York, remained in Michigan for a longer H. Clark, formerly chief electrical enginames on the marriage day was a Roneer of the U. 9. Bureau of Mines, and unvisit.
For example, we have
man custom.
til very recently a major in the Chemical
Eygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work Warfare service of the U. 9.
Octavia of Cicero, meaning Octavia,
army, has
the third degree
to-morrow' evening.
wife of Cicero. Now we omit the “of."
our organization in the capacity of
There will be a banquet at 6.30. A special joined
COMING EVENTS.
chief engineer. Mr. Clark has had many
invitation is extended to out of town
years of experience in research and exMasons.
Friday evening, April 25, at Congregaperimental work for the U. 9. government
There will be a special meeting of Noand the General Electric Co., assisting in tional chapel—Public supper: 35 cents.
komis Kebekah lodge Tuesday evening, the
practical development of products
Friday evening, April 25—Formal openApril 29, for the purpose of conferring the similar to those manufactured by the ing and reception of Boys’ Welfare club.
A large attendance is
Kebekah degree.
Witherbee Igniter Co. We want our cusThursday evening, May 1, at Hancock
requested.
tomers to appreciate the fact that our enhall—Cabaret masquerade, under auspices
Jobu H. Eeland has purchased his gineering department is exceptionally of Unitarian club. Tickets, upon card of
father’s old place, adjoining his own on strong and efficient.”
invitation, 50 cents.
He will probably remove
Water street.
Milton O. Frazier, a native of Ellsw orth,
the building*, thus greatly improving
Beginning Tuesday, April 29, there will be
died Tuesday of last week at his home in
hit owu place.
a sale of quilts, rugs, sofa pillows, and other
Lynn., Mass., aged seventy-five years. useful articles at the home of Mrs. Dennis
At bury Clement, wife and little daugh- Mr. Frazier was born in Ellsworth, a son
O’Keif, East Maple St.—Advt.
ter, of Brewer, are visiting Mr. Clement’s of Isaac Frazier, and as a young man was
will
return
in
a
Mr.
Clement
to
business
here
with
his
father
as
parents.
duty
3£t>rrti0tmcnt0,
on the railroad Friday, Mrs. Clement and
house-pain ter. He was among the early
child remaining for a longer visit.
volunteers at the outbreak of the Civil
Mrs.

14, Residence 144

|

During

established

evening, when the matter will be laid
before them. At the same meeting it is
proposed to take up the matter of putting
board of trade, on the
the
Ellsworth
“active service” list.

Real Estate

Telephones: Office

attendance of about 15 per cent this year !
over that of the previous year, and the !
prospects are bright for the future term.

approximately $4,400.

this

Bank.

Maine

interesting collection of

the board of trade

County Savings

Hancock County Savings Bank

settled and the

relics.

people follow the lines of least resistance

account with the Hancock

furnish supper for the train personnel.
The train consists of one box car, three
Hat cars and a sleeper, and carries a most
war

BE A DRIFTER?

some

Ellsworth,

the caterers.

w-ere

relic exhibit

connection

Harold

O. W. Tapley arrived home yesterday
from a trip to New’ York and Michigan.
Mrs. Tapley, whom he joined in New

Start

)

Sadie

and leave at
who

flowing river,

a

and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can

salutatory,
Alexander;
Haslam; history, Marion Davis;
of
and
Goodwin
gifts, Roy
Philip Mason, U. S. N., is at homo from presentation
Martha Royal;
prophecy, Mary Royal;
Boston on a three-days’ furlough.
and James Coughlin.
There will be a cooked food sale at the
The play and ball of Senator Hale hose
Methodist parsonage next Saturday afterj
company Monday evening was well at- 1
noon.
tended. The play, “A Gilded Youth,” |
Mrs. Rubie McGown of Portland visited
was
presented under the direction of j
her father, James
A.
McGown, over Fred E. Cooke. Those in the cast were
Sunday.
James Coughlin, Harvard Young, Luman
Mrs. C. S. Bragdon of Brocktou, Mass.,
Woodruff, Dori9 Colpitts and Mary
is visiting her
Mrs. E. F.
mother,
was
bail
Coughlin. Music for the
Robinson, sr.
furnished by Higgins’ orchestra. F. C.

which she

BURRILL

66—
48—
53—
65—
59—

—

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Bradbury of Salem,
Mass., spent Easter with Mrs. Bradbury’s
parents, John B. Dean and wife.

1070

Sanford Motor Truck

cloudy,rain

46—
34
31—
46—
47—

spent the winter in Bangor, were at their
Ellsworth home over Sunday.

$1675
825

Model 60 Overland

Fri
Sat
dun
Mon
Tues

Giles of Ellsworth has been nominated by Governor Milliken as disclosure
commissioner.

—

has

—

—

L. F.

.

last

him

Higgins, local chairman
Victory boys, has received notice
from headquarters that the time for the
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precip- boys to make good their pledges has
condition*
itation
Temperature
been extended to May 1.
Most of the
4am 12 m
forenoon afternoon
Ellsworth boys have made good, but a
Wed
46
42—
fair cloudy.snow,rain.29 few
have not yet completed
payments
Thurs 36
48—
1.10
rain

Ex-Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby of Amherst
is in Ellsworth attending court.

A

-A• HAYNES

*

Harbor,

Bar

election

prices.

The terms as to payment of subscriptions is prac'ically the
on previous loans, except that under the government
installment plan a longer period is allowed in which to make
the payments.
The rate of interest is attractive being 4349fc the highest
late yet paid by our government.
Considering that return
from the “Strongest Security in the World,” it is, indeed, a
As
desirable
investment.
on past loans this bank stands rerdy to
very
assist in every way the people of this locality in making subscriptions, and
shal1 be pleased to explain any details not fully understood.
same as

of

Midnight Tuesday,
April 22, 1919.

Ending

purchased by

was

sr.,

Mt. Desert encampment, I. O. O. F.,

hour before mall closes.
WEATHER

expected.

summer.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

Our Government calls upon us again to subscribe to its
The amount of
notes of 1922 192!!.
the loan is to be $4,500,00o,000, somewhat smaller than was

“Victoiy Liberty Loan”

Wilson Jordan and James Bowden buildings and lots on Water street. He will
occupy the shed of the Bowden building
as a boat shop.
The other Bowden store
building, long occupied by Walter J.

a

Loan

Victory Liberty

own.

George R. Walker and Frank C. McKinney. Offices are at 69 Wall street.
Adeibert Hodgkins has bought the

Week Days.
From W'bst—6.47 a ro; 4.31 p m.
From East—11.11, a m; 6.24 p m.

inquiry

their

make

are

MAILS RECEIVED.

rendered to more
satisfied customers.

now

club will be a great success. A
party of the origiual Hayseeders
from Bar Harbor is coming. The committee will have costumes for those who

large

Announcement has been received of the
formation in New York city of a new lawpartnership, Walker & Redman, Fulton
J. Redman of Ellsworth being a member.
The other members of the partnership

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

In

atjbertiBmmjtB.

tarian

io not wish to

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

careful, painstaking attention,

strictly confidential,

WEEK

Boat for sale
Ford anto tire lost
J A Haynes—Grocer
M L Adams—Dry goods
Rhubarb roots for sale
O W lapley—Insurance statement
Union Trust Co—Victory Liberty loan
W E Whiting—Automobile insurance

No. 17.
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Ellsworth,

STREET

Maine

anmti&fnuntss.
armmtsnnntts.

fflutual

EDITED BY

HOW TO AVOID
BACKACHE AND
NERVOUSNESS

and backache and
t gam™
can

weight and

feel fine,

so

]

m

honestly

I

Compound

NEWS

COUNTY

_

Mr. and

Crie

Mrs.

were

the

is the

week-end

The* « proverb
goods t« represents

guests of Isaac Dunbar and wife.
their

moved

have

househok.

we

the

one

There is sort of
what we give,” which

mirror.

get

same

idea.

does not

reflect courage,

see

arrived Saturday to
spend two months with her parents, Mr.
and Mtb. WalterBartraci.
(knew

.■Prof. A. L. K. Volkaaan of l&Lssachuwas a busiest8s visitor in fcrwn for
the. week-end.
G.
April 14.

sympathy, helplulness.

sighs

Contributions are being received from
students, gra luatesond friends of
the school for the M6^adenfc^:, LoaivBi nd,”
whiehds to be loaned to needy and worthy
studeots in units of <45 each. It is intended, however, that subscribers may contribute any amount, large or smaL as
former

suits their convenience.

Maynard Do&glass,

graduate of this
school and Lieut. Edmund Welker, who
have recently returned from
Fracce,
a

gave interesting talks at a
the Woman s club Saturday.

comings how often she starts nervously
from one of the children. And each
time tha* she loses control over herself, her
a
little
nerves, -her temper, she loses just
wellnervous, force, Just a little physical
an
inch
being, and moves a fraction of
leads
to
that
prefarther on in the path

at

a noise

setts

NORMAL SKU0OL NOTE.®.

;

i

j

mature cld age and to invalidism.”
If American women would only learn that
it is not.work, but worry, that kills! The
average ™oman puts too much of herself
into the correction of the children, into the
orderingaf her houshold, into the management of her servants. Only a few days ago
I heard amother and housekeeper say that
she had “worried herself sick” over the fact
that she must change her maid,
A clever weman said to an excitable sister,
“My dear, dr not use a piledriver to pin on
a bow of ribbon!” Do not many of us use the
piledriver wh -n a light pressure of the finger
will do the work as well and better? And if

oeseUng tf

Never put pink garments through bluing
water when laundering if you would retain
the clear pink. Instead rinse in clear water.
Double width white cheese-cloth makes
neat and durable kitchen and bathroom cyrtains. Jbey launder nicely and are inexpensive.
li a

!

soil

orusn is

warning

usea id

the black and give a much brighter light.
If you have old dishes that have crackled
and absorbed grease, etc., beil out in soda
water.
_

RECIPES.

U'oman’s Some Companion for April has
a collection of recipes for custards, from
which I select.

Caramel CueTARD.-One-fourth

cups scalded milk, 2 eggs, %
teaspoon salt, % teaspoon vanilla. Put
milk into top of doable boiler, put hot
water into lower part of donble boiler one

cup sugar, 2

and one-half
stove.

Put

an

inches
iron

and

on

scalded milk.

When

Add the mixture

to the eggs, stirring the eggs
while tbe milk is being added.

SOUTHWEST JELLRBOR.

happily
Tuesday, April IF, when .friends
neighbors begaa to gather early in
morning F* celebrate tfcer birthday.

prised
and
the

sur-

on

The presents

ful,

waa

were

amoag them

numerous

being

and

several

beauti-

pieoos

of

handwork.

Just before sitting down to a
of dainties, partly donated by guests, a-second surprise came in
the unexpected arrival of Sergt. C. 8. Gott,
home from Camp Bevens on a Cur lough.
Mrs. Robinson thanks all who helped-to
well-filled table

day
April 17.

make the

so

enjoyable.

j

j|I
■

|

KEEP ST SWEET
Keep your stomach sweet
today and ward off the indigestion oi tomorrow—try

aid to digestion.
I As pleasant and as safe to
I take as candy.

i

■

Scald milk

around them.

Spec.

cups milk, 2

with

coffee and strain.

Beat

slightly, add sugar, salt, vanilla and
milk, 6train into buttered molds, set in

eggs

pan of hot water and bake until
Aunt

firm.
Madwe.

MARLBORO.

new

MADE BY SCOTT S BOWNE
MAKERS OK SCOTT'S EMULSION

Add

tablespoons ground coffee, 3 eggs, % cup
sugar, % teaspoon salt, % teaspoon vanilla.

KI-MQ1D5

■ the

gradually
constantly

salt
and flavoring and strain into individual
molds. Place molds in deep tin or agate

Coffee Custard.—Two
Mrs. H. L. Robinson

place on
frying-

aluminum

hot, put in the
sugar and stir with a spoon until sugar is
melted to a sirup of a light brown color,
being careful it does not burn. Add tbe
caramelized sugar
to the
very slowly
pan

the stove.

deep

or

pan and turn hot water
Bake in a moderate oven.

aSDcttisemnns,

ceiery

is

will be free from dirt, and in less time than
if allowed to soak out.
A email lump of table salt placed in the
cavity of ap aching tooth or as near as possible will often relieve a stubborn case of toothache.
When you are nervous and cannot sleep at
right drink a glass of buttermilk or warm
sweet milk just before retiring
This often
produces good sound sleep.
Boil lamp burners in vinegar to which a
little salt has been added. It will take off all

Bared

Mrs.

Fred L. Stratton

Maynard Ford

and

is

wife,

quite

ilL

who

have

spent the past two years at Gleasondale,
Mass.,

April

are

at home.

21.

2ttifcrrtisor>ntts

Eat More Bread
home with

William Tell
FLOUR

Are.

rest

f

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

WHITNEY.

\I

Al*Snu*

'f

*«*'"■

Lip

®r£?r

'W&

i

^

I

I

1

Sse-Se—Renter
Constipation and Dun***
and Feverishness

^CASTORIA

Government Adopts Plans to Settle the
Housing Problem and Abolish the Slums.

Copy of Wrapper.

tw*

COUNTY

London.—This eonntry needs ImmeNEWS
diately at least 300,000 dwellings for
Its working classes, according to Dr.
DEER ISLE.
Christopher Addison, president of the
Capt. Crockett Dow was in town re
local government hoard, whose housing
ceatly shipping a crew for bis yacht fo:
scheme has just been approved by the
the coming season.
British war cabinet.
A bill outlining
Ernest L. Scott, who has been at bomi
his Ideas Is to be presented soon to
a few days,
left to-day for a season’:
the house of commons.
with Capt. Winslow Gray.
State assistance will be given only yachting
The play given by the pupils of tin
within the next 12 months to schemes
submitted to the local government
board and mnst be carried out within
the next two years.

grammar school, under the direction <'
their teacher, Miss Clermont Knowlton

Housing commissioners are being appointed to help the various authorities,
each commissioner to have a staff,
inelrding an architect and a surveyor.
Fittings are to he standardized, ‘lint
this does not mean." Doctor Addison's
statement says, “that houses are to
be built on one pattern.
The government is anxious to avoid any such ca-

George H. Hangs, D. D. G. H. P., oi
Augusta, was in town Friday evening
April 11, and inspected Pine Tree R. A. C

decided

was a

Ralph

Wyoming Farmers Find Poisoning
Campaign Against Rodent Pests
Gives Good Results.

have

moved

from the house owned by Wallace Bator
to his mother’s home at Sunset.

George

Mrs.

W.

Torrey

several

months’^voyage

band

the

on

is at

home, aftei

with

her

hus-

Frank A. Morey.
home”

Harry F. Torrey,

as a

on

NORTH

visiting relatives

in

Rockland and Swan’s Island.

Mrs.

Frank

Witham is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Jennie Steele in Castine.

Cbauncey

Lowell has

is ill of grip.

society met with Mrs.
Friday.
F. E. Bridges of Rockland is spend-

The

ladies’ aid

O. L. Milan
Mrs.

ing

few

a

girls’

Butman entertained

the

circle

Mrs.
and

days in town.

Lewis

Monday evening.
Adelbert Bridges has gone

Portland

for

a

few

to

Bath

weeks

with

friends.

George Lowell of Castine called
tives and friends here last week.

on

rela-

H*-

has

just received bis discharge from the array,
after serving nine months in France.
21.

S.

SOUTH
Galen

LASTIN’E.

C.
SWAN'S ISLAND.

built

Harvey Webster has gone to Sherman
Mills for the summer.
George Lowell is

21.

D. E. Hurries

April

S.

with her parents in Ells-

week

the route.

April

flag, the gift ol
tribute to the re-

14.

ott.

mw »o*«

The steamer Pemaquid
has gone to
Rockland and the Norumbega has come

turning soldiers, is flying in the square.

April

commnv,

worth.

Mrs.

family

and

osmtaum

days last

success.

Lufkin

A “welcome

KILL GOPHERS; SAVE $100,000

hr0ve'
Thirty Years

II1 -Igr.
Exact

In order to do away with “slums” it
is proposed the same financial aid he
given for clearing and Improving Insanitary areas as for building new
houses on new sites.

II QQ
UOU

ana

Si -ts^i

BUILD 300.000 BRITISH HOMES

lamity.”

n

A helpful

Ki?-='

on

Gfindlc

PENOBSCOT.
is

having

a

bungalow

the Bluehill road.

Dr. Hess of New York was in town on
Tuesday in the interest of the Y. M. C. A.
Rev. C. A. Smith will deliver the annual
sermon to the Odd Fellows in Brooklin
Sunday, April 27.
Eurban Leach,

Co. A, 103d infantry,
go to Boston this week to take part
the 26th division parade.

will
in

Gage Grindle and wife, who occupied
Washington.—Lincoln county. Wyo- after a visit with his parents, Howard Miss Jennie Wight’s house last winter,
have returned to Brooksviile.
ming. saved $100,000 worth of grass Lowell and wife.
and grain, it Is estimated, as the result
Thomas and
William
Croesman of
L
April 21.
of a campaign carried on In co-opera- Green Lake arc cutting
pulp wood on
HANCOCK POINT.
tion with the farm bureau and biologi- Wardwell’b point.
Mrs. A W. Gordon of Augusta visited
cal survey of the department of agriEnsign A. McIntyre and wife are visit- here last week.
culture. The damage formerly done In
ing Mrs. McIntyre’s
parents, Burton
this county has been particularly
Mrs. Lucy Ball and son Arthur went to
Wardwell and wife.
heavy, fully 25 per cent of the feed on
Bangor for the week-end.
and
son Archie have reJoseph Perry
the range being destroyed each year.
Henry Ball and wife, who have spent
turned Lome, after spending the winter
Two of the four farming sections of
the winter in Lincoln, with their son,
in South Penobscot.
the county were organized for the work
Dr. H. W. Ball, arrived home Friday.
Geovani
Leonarduzi
and
Attilio
with 50 per cent of the farmers and
M. R.
April 21.
Castellani
of Montreal
were
recent
ranchers co-operating.
As a result,
guests of Mrs. Bello.
85 per cent of the ground squirrels on
%3torrUfl£mmu,
G.
April 21.
the Inna treated with poison bait were
Killed.
The results were so striking
MT. DESERT FERRY.
that practically every farmer in these
Mrs. Flaville Moon spent the week-end
I wo sections is expected to co-operate
in Bangor.
this spring.
otner two

tanning sections have

Mrs.

returned

Bath,

to

Georgia Grant, who has been away

the past winter, is home.
recently been organized, so that this
Dr. I. B. Mower of Waterville spoke in
year all the farming districts of the
county will be waging war on the ro- Ferry hall Sunday morning.
dents.
Similar campaigns were conMiss Marion Marsh spent the week-end
ducted in four other Wyoming coun- with her parents in Eddington.
ties during 1918.
Mrs. Annie Spratt, who moved to Bar
Harbor last fall, has returned home.

FIRST LABORER IN COMMONS

London.—From plowboy to member
of parliament was the career of Joseph Arch, who recently died at the
age of ninety-two.
He was In 1885 the
first sole workingman member of the
house of commons.
Mr. Arch achieved fame as the champion of the English farm laborer. In
1872 he enrolled 200 farm workers in
an organization that came to be known
as the national agricultural laborers’
union, whose leaders the then bishop
of London wanted to duck in a horse
pond.
"Adult baptism," Mr. Arch rejoined,
“is not the rule of the church of Eng-

and let your appetite do the

PmnpUn

tsS"

stgva

Career of Joseph Arch, Dead at the
Ago of Ninety-Two—Champion
of Farm Laborer.

own

MmpenMdDck'KXI.Pn^
s*1

it

HS i

rue

Make it in your

Morphing

Mineral. Not NAHCOTt

*»r-:

Mrs. Ballne Beale, who was Miss
Harriet Blaine, daughter of the late
James G. Blaine, Is ward visitor at
Walter Reed hospital.
Washington.
The wounded soldiers find her both
gracious and companionable.

Signature

CheciftlnwsandBMtCartJ
neither Opiun.

'i'f

THE

starch that will not stick and which
will be as glossy as any.
When peeling oranges pour boiling water
on them and let stand five minutes and you
will find the bitter and indigestible white
lining will come off clean.
Add a heaping teaspoonful of flour to each
cup of sugar used in fruit and berry pies
andthe.joice will be thicker.
When frying eggs, a little .flour in the
grease will keep them from “popping.”

trouble
one’s Belf re-

women
Baida physician: “I wonder that
force
fail to appreciate how much nervous
consume
as aso'1 as physical strength they
life.
of
in worrying over the little things
Look at the mother and housewife as she
observe how often
goes about her tasks, and
she utters an impatient exclamation, how
over her servants’ shortoften she

Josephine Wast of Sedgwick and
Hooper of Caatin* wee married
April 10, by Bar;. Mr. Feyer at the home
of the groomie parents, Mr. and*Mrs.
William Hooper. Friends extend congratulations.
Miss

ABOUND

have a

Rut the

A MISTAKE I» VAI.CBS.

Merton

Cna

a

It is the other
in life’s mirror.
that is seen, and even the application
his place” cannot
of “J^vt yourself in
always be done in an unprejudiced way.
he can to
ijo itits for each to do the best

at home.

Mrs.

of

THINGS

DOING

To make floor starch? mix one cup of wheat
flour with one cup of cold water. Add about
one-half gallon of boiling water, a kmp of
lard or tallowaite of a partridge egg and a
teaspoon level full of salt. Boil rapidly fifteen
minutes, cool, strain and blue. If too thick
add more boiling water. I gnarantee you will

one

Margueriteillooperlas returned to her
school work ic New Hamp&kits after ten

Or

the

till

j

HOME.

flected

Bowdoin.

days

that

is

Rockland, where they will jpoaide.
Lieut. Edmund Walker ha& returned t«
Brunswick ic.finish his college work at

WAY*

BBVT

by Idora.

use

g|||
£'i|

one

men

like a
one.think that life is very much
mirror. I might have put it stronger
and said “Life is a mirror.” Reflection

Russell Sawyer sod family, who havt
living In Sandy Point during the.
past winter, have returned to Castine.
been

the

over

nervous

Dear M. B. Friend*:
makes
Tkic poem Idora has famished,

CASTINE.

forces

text which it would be well for the
and excitable woman to say each day
to her often-perturbed self:
“If thou hast run with the footmen, and
they have wearied tbee, then how canst thou
contend with horses? And if in the land of
wearied
peace wherein thou trustedst they
thee, then how wilt thou do in the swelling
-Selected.
of Jordan?”
is

-Ella WkrfUr B'tioo*.

—Sent

reserve

our

we have with
petty cares, what strength will
which to meet the great trials of life? There

to any woman who is
pleasure
suffering as I was. ’— Mrs. Adeline R.
Bat they do not want your woe.
Lynch, 100 Plain St., Providence. R. L
are many,
friends
and
Be
are
glad
your
sympBackache and nervousness
-fie sad, and you lose them all;
toms or nature's warnings, whicn innectared wine,
dicate a functional disturbance or an There are none to decline your
But alone you must drink life's gall.
unhealthy condition which often develops into a more serious ailment.
Feast, and your balls are crowded.
Women in this condition should not
Fast, and the world goes by.
continue to drag along without help, but Four?: and forgive—it helps you to live.
s experience, and
Mrs.
Lynch
by
profit
But no man can help you to die!
try this famous root and herb remedy, There is room in the hails of pleasure
ComLydia E Pmkhsn.’s Vegetable
For a long and lordly train,
to i
pound—and far special advice write
Butone by one we must all march on
Mai,a
Pir.kham
Med.Co.,
E.
.ypp.
Lydia
Through the narrow aisle of pain.

table

exhaust all

we

die
For the brave old earth must borrow
mirth;
It'has troubles enough of its own.
Bing, and the hills will answer.
High, it is lost on the air;
The echoes rebound with a Joyful sound,
But shrink from voicing care.

Rejoice, and

la Boa—. 10c., 2Sc.

Sold..

will seek you.
Grieve and they turn and go;
They-want full measure of all your

recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always

Urtwt Sale ef Any WecKcin# in tke WoM

Laugh, and the world laughs with you.
Weep and you weep alone.

]

For Infants and Children.

PILLS.

LAUGH AND THE WOKLT* LATCH*.

One day

I read about Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
what ithad done for
women, so I tried
it. My nervousness
neadacnes aisappeareu.

BEECMK5

oommunJrallons, and ltssuooess depends largely
Com«n the support given it In this respect
of
munications must be signed, but the name
writer will not be printed except by permission
or
■Communications will be subject to approval
none
ejection by the editor of the column, bu%
will-be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
THE AMKBICAff.
Ellsworth, Me.

we

good.

attack coming on, ward it
off by the timely use of

terchange

J was tired and had j
no ambition for any- I
thing. I had taken
a number of medicines which did me

MRS. BALINE BEALE

Whenever you sense a sick
headache, or feel a bilious

AUNT MADfll".

Pbe purposes of this column are succlnc- y
-al
statod In the title and motto—U i^for the rout
and hopeful
benefit, and alms to be helpful
com
for the
Being for the common good, H Is
of In■ton use—a public servant, a purveyor
for the In
medium
a
formation and suggestion,
of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

Providence, R. X—“I was all rnn
down in health, was nervous, had headm-hea
mv back

no

'*

“Helpful and Hopeful.»

iu Motto:

Told by Mrs. Lynch From
Own Experience.

auicu

jUromuKRun.

Benefit Column.

land." Mr. Arch is credited with having done more than any other man to
Improve the condition of England’

John Kief and wife have returned from
Bar Harbor, where they spent the winter.
Mrs. Amos Dow and baby spent

a

_»

■__

Buy By The Case

I

It’a Economical

8

And

You can't be
•surprised. You will be prepared for the
unexpected guest —and that day (and there
are many) when
you simply have not had
time to prepare anything.
*
SUPERBA Canned Goods assure exceptional quality: a diversified choice of
Vegetables, Fruits and Berries.
Sold by the SERVICE dealer in your
*

more

important

Hj

H
B

H

^
Pd

Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,
Ya
Portland, Maine
SUPERBA on the Label:
SUPERB for your Table.

*

—

neighborhood-

peasantry.
He was popular in parliament. One
of his constituents was the prince o.
Wales, afterward King Edward. He referred to Mr. Arch as “my member."
Mr. Areb also was a Primitive Methodist preacher.

few

A*

719
;

—~~

iltJbcrUBcmmtB.

Utitottttjsements.

VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN WILL BE NEEDED
TO REBUILD GALLANT AMU SOLDIERS

The Greatest Name
In Goody-Land

Town Talk Flour of finest grain/’
The scholar said, “improves my brain,
And so 1 love the pies and cakes
And bully biscuits Bessie bakes.”

(“This

Milled

Honor—Ideal for

on

Every Baking

j

IR/GLEYS^
™*

PERFECT

<SUMI^^asts

fWTTnTMiTlII lll'lll

VTY

a>

NEWS

The church

mons.

Mrs. Amanda Sellers of Searsport is visMrs. Fred Stewart.
iting her daughter,
Kobcrt Lambert, who has been employed
in Massachusetts during the winter, is at

Mrs. Julia Spurling, Mr. Swensen and
and Fred EriCson and family are
all expected home this week from Boston,
where they have spent the winter.
Again death has taken one of our oldest
residents, Capt Samuel Bulger. Capt. Bulger had been in poor health for some time
but was confined to his bed only one

borne-

week.

Mrs. Frank W. Cole, who has been in
Boston the past six weeks, came borne
Friday.
Frank and Herbert Staples returned to
Waterville Thursday, after a short time

near, and his
relatives and

Mrs. Edward Griffin,

who has been

wife,

quite

is better.

leaves

Mrs. Alma

Bartlett

at Portland

and

home of her

She

She

in

It

sou

of the

active interest.
of

flowers,

She

and her

source

of

them.

A mother

U«vn

Lucia

Peabody,

has gone who will be
well as a kind neighbor

Roy

tine

has

member of

moved his family to

Mass.,

a

few

days

last week.

is

Mary Savage

of

Springfield. Mass.,

visiting her mother, Mrs. A. B. Smith.

Ladd, a recent graduate nurse
from the Portland hospital, is visiting her
father, W. D. Ladd.
X. X.
April 21.
Miss Eva

and

good appetite
To feci
digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, nse
Burdock Blood Bitters, the family system
strong, have

!
1

ser-

tonic.

Price. >1.26

—

Advt.

aabttUBtmnits
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| Means Family Comfort j'
when the boiling pot of Postum sings its
song of health and satisfaction on the
kitchen stove.

|
5

Postum Cereal
fed the

way to

comfort for

many

g
e

|

THE ORIGINAL

j

g

a

j

family

°f coffee drinkers, for with the coming
of Postum, away went tire headaches,

sleeplessness and irritability
often follow the the use of coffee.

nervousness,

that

so

E

j

You
from

can

still

authority
partment.

buy that original Postum

invigorating drink
delicious flavor—a beverage that
really part of the meal, not merely
your grocer—an

of rare,
is

something

to

drink.

“There’s
I

^

a

Two sizes, usually sold

Reason”
at 15c and 25c.

|

|
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It Is something to keep well in mind
when the Victory Liberty Loan comes
next month.
It gives every citizen
his chance to lend to the government
to make the soldiers whole.

Secretary

Glass Calls for Widest Distribution by Intensive Campaign in

Victory Liberty
21-May 10.

Drive from

April

The Liberty Loan organization of
New England, following the instructlons of Carter Glass, Secretary of the
Treasury, Is completing arrangements
and strengthening lines in every city
and town in the six states for the Victory Liberty Loan which opens Mon
day. April 21 and ends May 10.

England
the Treasury De-

from

YANKS IN FACTION

These medals are to be made from
captured German cannons and one is
to go to each worker serving the Liberty Loan Committee during the coming Victory Loan, which begins April
21, and lasting three weeks.
The medals will be the size of the
present silver half dollar and will
have on one side a reproduction of the
Treasury Building in Washington, and
on the other the certification that the
owner has taken put in the Victory
Liberty Loan campaign. Space is left
for engraving on each medal the name
I
of the recipient.
f

I

!
I

o
A
I
1

Sealed Tight Kept Right

v

The Flavor Lasts
EEL.S' fcL^ari E&, Birnfon Relief
fj& Ik
La.k-_ii 'ueuurf Moi- Hbafi Awns] B union
fi-*y !fcat our expense. Why continue to suffer the agony, torture and dis....

ccmf-r c. thr. awtu bunion when here is Instant Relief Guaranteed—and
yov uoi. nave tc pay mo one cent unless you get absolute satisfaction.

Secretary Glass announces that this
will be the last loan campaign under! taken by the Government and that the
subscriptions per capita.
! same kind of intensive campaign for
The cities which won the prizes of
| the widest possible distribution is the
the
names
of
the
first
class
with
the
uim and need of the Government.
N.
are:
Portsmouth,
H„
sponsors
The Secretary says: “The new issue
98% of population subscribers, Mrs
will be one of short term notes runChristina A. Hislop, sponsor; Waternot over five years, which will
town, Mass., 84%, Miss Mary Louise ning
serve the interests
of the
United
Robinson; Quincy, Mass., 80.4%, Mrs.
at this time better than by the
Now Britain, Conn., States
Geo. F.
Hall;
issuance of longer term bonds which
G.
Marjorie
42.4%, Mrs.
Parsons;
would have to bear the limited rale of
'’onn.,
Hartford,
95%; Waterbury,
of 4H%.”
The exact interest
Conn.. 72.4%, Hel»n S. Chase; New interest
rate .will be made known April 10.
Haven, Conn., 47.9%, Mrs. Isaac M.
The notes will be. as were the LibUlman; Worcester, Mass., 43.1%. Mrs.
Loan bonds, a direct promise to
Pnlir G. Holmes; Boston, Mass., 36%, [ erty
the United States and will
pay of
Mi?s Mary B. Hallowell.
Tlie cities or towns winning the have interest coupons attached covtile entire life of the note. Secprizes In the second elass—the larg- ering
Glass expects the engraved
est number of subscriptions per cap- retary
notes will be ready for delivery April
ita—with their sponsors, are: Hope21.
dale, Mass., $749 per capita, Mrs. B.
He says:
“I am led to adopt the
H. Bristow Draper, sponsor: Weston,
short term notes rather
Mass,, $536, Mrs, Alice H. Remick; plan issuing
than long-term bonds mainly because
Grace
Brookline. Mass..
*286. Miss
I believe a short term Issue will msvnParker; Newton, Mass., $221, Miss
tain a price at about par after the
Marguerite Waller .lanes; Springfield,
campaign Is over, more readily than
Mass.. $181; Pawtucket. R. I„ $151;
woul I a t'mger term issue.
Providence, R. I., $169.
“The
Treasury Department will
The exact name of the winning city
carrv on the same intensive campaign
or town will be given to the different
distribution as heretofore. It will be
rhips in all but three cases. There
unfortunate if the pconle fail to take
the Indian names will be used. Hopethese notes, placing the burden of
dale calls its sh:p "Nlpmuc;" Provisubscription on the banka.
The busidence, ‘Moosehauoic;’’ and New Haness of the country looks to the banks
ven, “Quinnepack.”
for credit to carry on its operations,
and if that credit Is absorbed largely
ICO 000 WAR MEDALS FOR NEW
buving Gcwernment
securities,
by
ENGLAND LOAN WORKERS.
there will be manv limitations in
su|vp!ylng credit for hu.slnras purposes.
At least one hundred thousand spec“I therefore ask the American pen
ial war medals will be awarded to ole to give their
support again to the
residents of New England during the Government that this loan may be
the Liberty Loan made an overwhelming success by the
next Bixty days,
widest possible distribution.'1
Committee of New
announces
upon

gum

S

pay.

of the
Seventeen
ships to be
launched by the United States Shipping Board in the next three months
w.ll bear the names of New England
cities or towns and the authorities ol
these towns and cities have named
fifteen sponsors to christen the ships.
The municipalities won this privilege by their remarkable record in the
Fourth Liberty Loan, either by securing, each in its class, the largest percentage of subscribers In proportion
to population, or the largest number

summer.

Haynes of Ballardvale,

M.

surgeois.

Cities and Towns that Made the N'ecords of the Fourth Loan Each
Name a Boat,

school committee of

the oldest

was

Higgins

in town

Mrs.

finish the school year.
Easter services were held at the church
two very

in

Mrs. Georgette Pomroy of Indian Point
is at her old home here for a few weeks.

Harvard Hamor, who has been attending school here, has gone to Bar Harbor

Henry White giving

She

Bar Harbor for the

poor health.

evening,

home

OAK POINT.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Rev.

winter

walks a man who was a
machinist before his legs were blown
off at Chateau Thierry.
Now he is a draughtsman on his
way to a Job, confident, happy, indeHe is walking on legs ot
pendent.
iron and wood. You would have to
see
him take them off before you
would believe it.
Operating this great workshop of
the military surgeons is expensive.
But it is one of the items in the debt
of honor owed to the American soldier
which every real American is glad to

17 LIBERTY SHIPS
LAST BIG LOAN IN
IN NEW ENGLAND
FIVE-YEAR NOTES

Miss

the

Harold

Capt. Wilbert Rice, who has been on a
trip to Portland, returned home Sunday.
Millard Spurting, who has been ill some
time, is slowly improving, but still in

and

have the
the loss of

^chewing

hospital

devastated France plans.
It Is reconstruction, rehabilitation,
so far as It can
be wrought out of
the gallant American soldiers returning early wounded and broken from
doing their share In the great war.
One feels, after a tour of one of
the military
hospitals, that he has
been permitted a visit to a divine
work shop where men are fashioned
In parts, put together, and taught
to function.
It Is done with safest
skill.
When it Is accomplished out of this

regret that the

her

of the great

It is not the reconstruction for which

big Boston churches. Miss
Peabody came here in her declining years
and built a nice cottage near the sbore,
where she was accustomed to come early
; in the season and stay until compelled by
! cold weather to go to her winter home.
Xenophon.
April 21.
of

one

to those who visited

afternoon

at

superintending

was

Sunday

in

one

and with the aid of the best

com-

learned of the death of

here

Boston.

an

greatly missed, as
and friend.
She leaves two daughters,
Miss Rose Judge of Massachusetts and
Miss Alice Judge of this place, and one
son, Charles Judge of Concord, Mass.;
also one sUter, Mrs. Julia Jacksou. Services were held at the home April 3.
Une Femme.
April 21.

to

sincere

with

was

people

the

especially fond
were always a

was

gardens

pleasure

she took

in

Underwood. N. Y

Items for which the country is spending money now. Spending It gladly

Charles

Belmont, Mass. Miss Peabody taught tor
many years in the public schools of Massachusetts, and was for years a member of

her at-

tendance until old age made it impossible
for her to walk the long distance. In all

improvements

wife

of many friends
their infant son.

went

faithful

was

Hamilton and

Eu ;ene

sympathy

December to spend
Judge was the oldest member of the Baptist cburcb.

Reconstruction Is

John Giles has a crew at work cutting
logs on Harriman’n Point.

there last
the winter.
Mrs.

short illness.

a

so

NORTH BROOK LIN.

The body of Mrs. Susan Cole Judge was
brought here April 3, from Concord, Mass.,
where she died at the

Mrs.

Hale has his new craft
mission, and she shines.

BUisdell, who have spent the winter at
South Boston, returned home Saturday.
Mr. Blaisdell will returu Mouday.

after

was

Mrs.

and

Will

this

Maynard

Mrs.

the end

daughters,

two

hundredth anniver-

one

Fellowship

thought

not

Copyright Underwood &

ARTIFICIAL LEGS FOR SOLDIERS MAILED, TO ENABLE THEM TO
EARN A LIVING.
The soldier who lost
a
leg "over there" need not worry about being
able to work, for the government fits him out with an artificial leg.
And soon he is walking about as before. The above shows a mau
being fitted for an arMflcial icg.

Warren Spurling
of
this
three
place,
brothers,
George, Enoch and William Bulger, and
one siater, Mrs. Mary
ell
Hamor,
living
here. Funeral services were held at the
church Monday afternoon, under
the
Masonic order of which he was a member.
He was also a member of the church. Rev.
A. P. MacDonald officiated.
Rooney.
April 21.

Powers’ pasture.
The church supper and social at the
ball Tuesday evening was well attended.
Net proceeds, |30.
Harry Bridges and wife and Willis Gray
attending the

was

Spurling

Mr. and Mrs. Andrews and children of
Bath are visiting Mrs. Andrews’ father,
Henry J. Nutter.
Powers, Cousins, Bent end Henderson
have started their new aaw mill, in H. D.

sary of Odd
week.

It

kSLi l.&likL<Ifl,ly k vragRj

death was a shock to his
friends. Capt. Bulger went
to sea moat of his life, but for the past
eight years he had been blind and unable
to work, which was a great cross to him. He

at home.

are

III III III III II

prettily deco-

was

rated.

BKOOKL1N.

ill,

t

IN

VICTORY

LIBERTY LOAN FILM.
The greatest war film ever produced
“The Price of Peace," is to be distributed throughout the United States
in aid of the Victory Liberty Loan.
In this great film will be shown every
activity of the U. S. army and navy
in the war. including 3 000 feet of the
hardest fighting by the Yanks.
The five reels of 5.000 feet will be
shown as a feature of special Liberty
Loan mass meetings and it is planned
that no admission charge will be
made.

•'MM YFOOT GBVS1ANT HEL1EFC
Hundreds and thousands of men and women made happy last year. Over
2L years of continued success. Millions who have tried pads, plates, steel
contraptions and ail sorts of cheap remedies without success gladly pay
the full price lora real remedy—FAIRY FOOT—the only known Bunion
cure. Don’t give up—don’t think that Bunions are incurable—don’t say
you've tried everything under the sun—get a box of FAIR YFOOT—give
it a triai—and if you do not find instant relief, return what’s left and get
all your money back. We know F A1RYFOOT has given complete satisfaction to all our customers. We know they will do the same for you.
^ Hence, we gladly guarantee FAIRY FOOT. We have a FAIR YFOOT
[ Remedy lor every foot trouble.

ALEXANDER'S PHARMACY, Ellswortli, Me.

WANTS SCARLET RIDERS BACK
World-Wide Search for
Canada in
Members of Northwest Mounted
Police.
Vancouver, B. C.—The world Is to
be searched by officers of the royal
northwest mounted police to locate former members of the Scarlet Riders and
bring them back to the fold.
When the European war broke out
the mounted poiice were not permitted
to enlist us a unit. Some of the men
“disappeared” and were not heard from
until they distinguished themselves on
the battlefields. Later a unit of the
“mounties" wus accepted for service.
Investigation has disclosed that some
of the best known Scarlet Riders are
in the Holy land, others in Africa, Australia and the Orient. The government
wants its Scnrlet Riders back, and will
do its share to bring them home.

ARMY

SWEETS

TOO

RICH

German Children Ate So Many American Chocolates That They
Became III.

Friendship and Freedom.
There can be no friendship where
there is no freedom. Friendship loves
a free air und will not be penned up
in strait and narrow enclosures.
It
will speak freely and act so, too; and
take nothing ill where no ill is meant;
nay, where it Is, ’twill easily forgive,
and forget, too, upon small acknowledgments.—Penn.
W **u Children are TeHliing
And cry out at night, are feverish, and their
bowels become irregular, mother? should have
on hand a
package <>f .Mother Gray's Sweet
Powders for Children. They arc a quick relief and harmless
Used by m »ttiers for over
30 years.
They break up colds, move and
regulate the bowels and act as a gentle tonic.
They never fail. Sold by druggists everywhere.

JIhnn tienr

Just Gut Over a Cold
Look out for kidney troubles and backache.

Colds

often

leave them weak.

overtax

neys—well, read what

the

an

kidneys

For

and

weak kid-

Ellsworth Falls

man

says:
Levi W.

Bennett, retired farmer, Mill
Paris.—A carload of chocolate billed St., Ellsworth Falls, Me., says: “After
to the American army of occupation
taking cold, 1 have noticed my kidneys
in Germany was wrecked near Trier.
were weak and disordered.
I also have
Before the American salvage crew got
to work German children of families had headaches and dizzy spells and at
living near by ate quantities of the times rheumatic pains in my shoulders,
sweets and started homeward with all arms and
hips. I got a supply of Doan’s
they could carry.
Pills at E. G. Moore’s Drug Store
Kidney
had
never
Many of the children
and after using them awhile, the trouble
tasted chocolate before, this form of
disappeared. I can recommend Doan’s
candy being among the luxuries which
Kidney Pills to anyone suffering from
Germany was virtually unable to supkidney trouble. Whenever 1 find my
ply during the war. The result was kidneys aren’t acting right, I use Doan’s
that the boys and girls, became ill and
Kidney Pills and they never fail to cure
hud to be treated by a physician.
! me of ihe attack.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidThe Snooper.
the same that Mr. Bennett
ney Pills
It Is bad raanners, uad almost bad had.
Foster
Milburu
Co., Mfgrs.,
morals, for one office employee to pry Buffalo, N. Y.
into the business of another. Be careful not to show curiosity or to examine
without permission any. paper left on
THE DIAMOND IlfiAMl.
a.
top of a desk or pages left in a typel.mllea! A«k your DrugrUt lev /A
CM-ehes-ter’s Diamond *linnd//V\
writer or in the drawers of a desk.
and
in
Red
1*111*
Gold metallicY^r/
boxes, sealed ’.v*th Blue Kibbon.
Each worker's desk is his private sancTake no other- Bay of your v
tum and should not be violated by the
llranlo*. Ask fort’ll l-< 1J K*-TEH'S
DIAMOND BRAND 1*11.1.*, for S&
prying eyes or hands of others.—Biddy
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Bye.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

~

NEWS

tl)c t£llsroortl) American C HTNTY
Pl'BI ISHKD

PLANNED ESCAPE

Estey and wife left Monday for a
trip to Boston and New York.
Miss Virginia Collins will leave Tuesday
C.

AT

ELLSWORH, MAINE
BY THii

W. H. Titu», Editor and Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
Six months.75
.38
Three months
...

join her mother and witness
the military parade.
Friends of George U. Dyer, who has
been painfully ill, are glad to hear] his
condition is improved.
W. E. Bragdon and Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell

Interned in Hungary Upon Allies’
Demands, His Guards

the men’s and

FOILED BY ALERT OFFICER

ADVERTISING RATES ON

Were

local chairmen of
Victory Loan committee.
Mrs. Percy Homor, who was unable to
be present at the Methodist church Sunday, by illness in her family, will sing
the

are

women’s

Single Copies.05
APPLICATION.

Business communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to Thb Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 1919.

High school closed Friday for a recess of
and wife
week. Principal Drisko
have gone to Machias. Miss Jordan,| assistant, is at her home in Seal Harbor.

Furious at Being Balked.

one

Paris.—From one of the French officoncerned in the afTair a New
York World correspondent obtained
the hitherto unpublished story of the
extraordinary capture of the German
Field Marshal von Mackensen. at present a prisoner In a chateau near Temesvar. Hungary, belonging to Count

J. E. Blake, who was the guest|:of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Garbett over Sunday, occupied the pulpits of the First and

cers

Rev.

Second Methodist

churches and gave

ex-

cellent addresses.

will

and

boys’

The

girls’ agricultural]

club

bring slong

a

chum for

member-

ship, and keep the ranks growing.
Sunday, April 27, Prof. Henry W. Brown
of Colby college will speak at the Baptist
morning and evening. His morn
will be one of his widelyknown “Scientific Sidelight” addresses.

church,

ing delivery

Finish the Job j

i

The

primary

“Victoryliberty
Loan

Mrs.

France, says a writer in
Power-Plant Engineering, though that
in

a

the

was

way which insured
defeat of Germany in 1919

of the sudden

cause

war.

Our tink

200,000

wounds that

can

lives of
not

our

be

even

boys,

prisoner

April 21.

has

went to

son

Bucksport Monday

ISLESFORD.

Capt. L.
are

turned from

wife.

Miss Lena A. Ray died March 26 at the
Rochester hospital, where she had been

formerly

lived

j

April 21.

q

WEST

GOULDSBORO.-

Mrs. Azalia Bunker is
visiting her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Strout, in Milbridge.
The social held for the benefit of the
hall Saturday ni;ht was well attended.
About fll was realized.

His# Dorcas Lisle Wood of Trinity
Church Home, Boston, is vis ting her
parents, J. D. Wood and wife.

April

L.

Clinton Tracy, Carlton Tracy, Heiena
Wilkinson, Katherine Wo dworth, Ethel
who are attending
school, are home for

ind Elizabeth Noyes,
Winter Harbor high
t week’B vacation.
WEST

8URRY.

Mrs. Walter Billings
visiting relatives here.
Miss

Evelyn Carter,

of Deer

who

is

Isle is

teaching

in

Ellsworth, spent her vacation at home.
Irving Grindle and wife spent the
week-end with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
Grindle, South Surry.
Mrs. Frank Willing and three children,
of Bucksport, are visitiog her parents,
Hollis Saunders and wife.

April

Spec.

22.

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for
of catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catairh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken by
sufferers for the past thirty-five
catarrh
rears, and has become known as the most reliable remedy for catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Medicine acts through the blood on the
mucous surfaces, expelling the poison from
the blood and healing the diseased portions.
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Medicine for a short time you will see a great improvement in your general health. Start
takine Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at once and
get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials.
any case

Tree

F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

vices here Sunday morning, but was called
to outer Long Island Saturday. He left
Rev. Henry White here for the Sunday
morning service which was especially
helpful. It has been twelve years since
Mr. White spoke from the
pulpit here
and all hesrd him with pleasure

Eiva
] BarMiss
Harbor

Mias Addie Joy of Winter Harbor is a
guest of Helena Wilkinson.
Miss Ethel Noyes is a guest of A. 8.
Kingsley and wife in Bar Harbor.

21.

Waltham, Mass., Tuesday.

Rev. A. P. McDonald gave a stereoscopic
lecture at the schoolhouse Friday evening.
He expected to conduct the Easter ser-

Wells of Dorchester. Mass.,
came Friday to
spend the summer with
he grandparents, Capt. D. F. Closson and

She

home.

S. Young and daughter, Mrs.
Walter T. Stanley and son Norman, re-

Little Pearl

past year.

Farnsworth and wife, who

Mrs. B.

Mrs. A. E. Closson are reCapt.
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
ion, born April 14-Kenneth Leroy.
and

here.

A.

have spent the winter in Massachusetts,

visit

relatives.

tor the

H.
__

im-

Chandto

welcome

not a regular attendant, yet Lad the
interest of the grange at heart.
Resolved, That the sympathy of^onr grange
be extended
to the family; and that our
charter be draped for thirty days in memory
of oar deceased brother.
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed
on our records and a copy sent to the
family
of our deceased brother, and also to The
Ellsworth American forjpublication.

been taken to

Mrs. Willie McFa lan ! and

to

though

proving.
ler

prond

The

The Divine Master, in His infinite wisdom, has seen fit to call another
member of Pamola grange, Brother Ozias B.
Pettengill, therefore be it
Resolved, That while we bow submissively
to Him who doeth all things well, we deeply
regret the loss to our membership of one who,

estimated.”

slowly

are

months.

MBHORUL RESOLUTIONS.

There was an Easter concert at
Bayside
grange hall Easter night.
Mrs. Dora Conant of Dedham,
Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Mary A.
Betts.

She is

seven

Whereas,

and

BAYSIDE.

son.

world.
Thus Mackensen was unable
communicate with his general staff
and the other elements of his army.
His Isolation, however, was not discovered until an hour or so before the
time set for his departure next day.
Mackensen wanted to send a final
message to his staff. When he found
the telephone “out of order” he decided to wait in the chateau until communication could be re-established.
This was extremely fortunate for
Lieutenant Genevrler, for the reenforcements, without which the arrest could not be carried out, had not
yet arrived. Four squadrons of Spahl
cavalry were on their way by train
from Belgrade, but there were unforeseen delays, and at five o'clock In the
afternoon—the hour of Mackensen's
Intended flight—the lieutenant had no
news of them.
Moreover, the cutting
of the telephone wires might be detected at any moment, and such a discovery would impel Mackensen to
leave at once.
The marshal was nominally In the
custody of Hungary, but the Hungarian guards posted at the chateau
w-ere favorably disposed toward him
and quite ready to see him get away.
Genevrler knew that the officer commanding these guards suspected the
presence in the vicinity of French
agents, and that If he heard of Mackensen's trouble with the telephone he
wonld immediately deduce that the
Frenchmen were the cause of it.
The lieutenant therefore determined
to entice the Hungarian commander
away from the guardroom on the outskirts of the chateau.
to

him home.

Zelma Wilson of Ellsworth is at
Capt. A. E. Closson*s.

Sophia Dodge

Hancock

citizens of

Mrs.

Mrs.

Germany

Fernald

was

taken

to

is

Florence

making
Allen

repairs

U. b. MERCHANT

the

at

hss returned

Oi>i><>rtunlty la presented expertencert

to

In

held at the

|

at

a

shock

U.

S.

Shipping Board.

wate*

NAS*.

legal

tiers.

Hfflal Sotloa.

STATE OF MAINE.

few years ago, and since
the death of her husband, Pascal Friend,
suffered

schools of

IN

o*

Nellie Friend died Friday night
few weeks’ illness. Mrs. Friend

a

as

NAVIGATION, six week*, fits for third mate's
Her>n*j.
or higher; open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean or
coastwise
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bey or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fits for
third
assn* turn engineer s license or higher, open tc men of mechanical and
engineering experience, including locomotive and stationary engineers, machinists on
marine engine*, graduates of technical schools and marine oilers and
tenders.
(Men needing sea service to qualify fully for license, after taking coursr
may be rated during two months as Reserve Officers, on pay.)
Navigation Schools, Mass. Inst of Technology. Cambridge. Maas.. Rockland
and Portland. Me.; Engineering School. Maas. Inst of Technology.
Cambrid**
APPLY AT SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE. BOSTON.

one from this village who had the opportunity of “going over.” He was wounded
in the fray.
The community feels proud
of Brother Dan. He also gave some amusing incidents of “cootie” life. There were
music and (dialogues by members and
working of third degree. 8upper was
served.

after

preparation for ticense examinations

FREE COURSE

Allen relating experiences over there was
attentively listened to. He is the only

Mrs.

secure

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

grange hall
Friday evening for Pvt. Daniel Allen, who
returned from overseas last week. An
address of welcome was given by Pvt.
I Eugene Young, who was in training at
Cimp Deveus. The response by Mr.
was

to

FREE TRAINING

! Boston, after two weeks st home. Her
mother, Mrs. G. M. Allen, accompanied
; her for a two weeks’ visit,
A reception

MARINE

men

a

1

To >11
tates
;

PUBLIC NOTICE.
conformity with the provisions of sections 2, 8. and 4 of chapter 33 of the revised statutes, as amended by chapter 219 of
the
laws of 1917, deeming it for the
best interests of the State, the commissioner
of inland fisheries and game hereby adopts
the following needful rules and regulations
relating to the taking of fl*b at the outlet of
Nicatous lake, in the county of Hancock.

i

IN

persons Interested In either
hereinafter named:

or

thT ^
*

At a probate conrl held at
Ellsworth, „
for the
county ol Hancock, on
8rst day of April, In the year
ol
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ala*teen.

Its

—

south 8V5 east on the north line of said road
JFor Salr.
Eben G. Preble, late of Sullivan, in said
ally able intelligence officer, to Foth
twenty-seven rods and twenty-three links to
a cedar stake marked 8. M.- J. L. M. and J. A
county, deceased. A certain instrument purreached
his
motor.
The
lieutenant
by
Mary J. Rowe estate situated on Pond D. 1864, thence north 5* east on west line of porting to be the laat will and testament
ol
street. Ellsworth. Lot No 18. contain- land
destination in the night and Immedi- THE
formerly of John L. Moore twenty-eight said deceased, together with petition for proing one acre: fine for gardening or poultry and three-fourths
bate thereof, and for the ap ointment of the
rods
to the north line of
wires
con- runs. A bargain at $3-0. See R. of I)., vol 241,
ately cut all the telephone
the Benjamin F.
Garland homestead lot. | executrix without giving bond, presented by
page 324. Address. E. E. Row a, Exr., Els- theDce north 86° west on said uorth line to Josephine H. Preble, the executrii therein
necting the castle with the outside mere
;
Ave.. South Portland. Me.

Doris

in

Ed Byard
school house.

AUTO

Young

to meet their

The government is asking tne people to
subscribe for bonds to furnish money to
pay for this material.

the home of her

Trenton

C. B. Young and wife went to Boston
9on Ellis upon his arrival
was
a
from overseas. Pvt.
Young

program called for
seventy-five feet of

great mass of material that never reached
the front, it is really a payment for the
of

of

of G. H.

and
Hodgkins Pri9loe
children of Allston, Mass., are visiting
her grandparents, W. R. Hodgkins {and
wife.
Mrs.

on

one tank for every
front; artillery and shells were under way
that would have blown the German army
off the face of the earth. And they knew
it. So that, although we are paying for a

saving

wife

and

week-end guests
and wife.
were

afternoon.

forward, they might
fought
through 1919, and the battles would have
cost the lives of 200,(XX) American soldiers.
But we were making more mustard gas
than Great Britain, France and Germany
combined.

Mass.

Rev. Dr. Mower of Waterville* 'held
Easter services at Union*^church Sunday

“If the

have

Everett,

Carlyle Young

endmg of

He goes on:
Germans had not known of the
great stream of shells, gas, tanks, and
other munitions that was ready to flow

the

Howard Young left {Saturday for

visit in

I

Peptiron

B.

21.

wife.

under

overwhelming

the

Lakewood is
Mrs. Ernest Moore of
visiting her parents, Richard Martin and

could perhaps have forced surrender of
large numbers of German troops, but the
preparation

classes of

HANCOCK.

What Overwhelmed the Hun.
Not the actual strength of the Ameriarmy

junior

hostesses.

April

can

and

Methodist Sunday school held an Easter
party in the vestry Saturday afternoon.
and
refreshments
Games w’ere played
served. Mrs. James Bunker, Miss Woodworth and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell were

Subscribe to the

=

iE
March 13, she bad been failing in
on
Chotek.
health. She was a woman of beautiful
public
ni?'
1
Under the terms of the armistice character, faithful to her home life and
B following matters having been
signed with Austria-Hungary the al- devoted to her family of two daughters—
seoted lor the action thereupon heril
alter indicated, it Is
lies insisted that Mackensen and his Misses Hazel and Susan, and an aged
hereby ordered n.'
notice thereol be given to all person icT
entire army, which had fled from Rou- mother. Services were held Sunday at
RULES A.«D REGULATIONS.
*
•«•*- ^
copy of this order I
mania to Hungary In a vain effort the home, Rev. Chester Smith of Penobpublished three weeks successively ii I
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any
Kllsworth American, a newspaper
vi-■
person to fish for. take, catch or kill any kind
to reach Germany, should be Interned scot officiating. Florence Allen sang. Inof fish at any time within one hundred feet of at Kllsworth, in said county, that tbev s,
was
himat
marshal
terment
The
The
at a probate coort to be held at as
the
Sedgwick
appear
cemetery.
Hungarians.
by
the dam or sluice gate at the outlet of
on
the sixth day ol Mas
worth,
Nicatous lake, in the county of Hancock.
self was quartered in the castle of family has the sympathy of all.
d. 1919. at ten of the clock in the
It shall also be unlawful for any person to and he heard
toreaooi
!
X.
thereon If they see cause.
Foth.
April 21.
have in possession at any time any kind of
Abbie B. Farmer, late of Verona in
Toward the end of December, learnfish taken m violation of any provision of
county, deceased. A certain Instrument ear
these regulations
amjiT'tsrtiunte
ing that Mackensen was planning to
porting to be .he lant will and iestam-ni i
regulations shall take effect May 1. said deceased, together with
| a. These
petition lor pro!
escape to Germany, Colonel Vlx, comd. 1919, and shall remain in force for a bste thereol and
fo- the appointment ol th,
of
four
period
years.
manding the French mission In Budai 'iccuirix without giving bond, presented Hr
Willis E Parsons,
I
Annie
J.
McCasiln, the executrix therein
pest. applied to French headquarters
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game. named.
in Belgrade for permission to place
The
violating these rules and
Oxlas B. Pettengill, late ol Hancock,
penaltyis for
Inxsid
not
less
than
regulations
ten, nor more couoty, deceased. A certain instrument
him under arrest and for the force
nnr.
than fifty dollars and costs for each offense
A Real Iron Tonic
porting to be Hie last will and teatamenlof
and an additional flue of one dollar for each said
necessary to accomplish this end.
deceased,
with petition lor protogether
Puts iron ihto the blood, giving
protected fish taken, caught, killed or bad in hale thereof, presented by
Meanwhile he surrounded the castle
Hervey H Seimnerve strength and endurance, repossession in violation of any provision of won, the executor therein named.
these regulations.
of Foth with French secret agents.
stores appetite, aids digestion, proA Archer, late of Aurora, lu mid
Margaret
motes sweet, refreshing sleep.
From the latter came reports that
deceased.
A certain instrnment
i coumy.
NOTICE OF FOKKCLOSCKK.
purporting to be the laai will and testament
Made by C. I. HOOD CO.. Lowell. Maw.
Mackensen’s
! '11THBRBA8 Forrest M. Hauler of Klls- «>f
baggage had already
said deceased, together with petition for
in
the
off
marshal
▼
T
worth,
been sent
and that the
county of Hancock and probate thereof aud for the appointment of
State of Maine, by his mortgage de d dated the executor without
Host,
giving bond. presented
himself Intended to get away in an
27, a. d. 1915. and recorded Fn the registry
by A. Russell Mace, the executor (berets
July
of
deeds
for
said
Hancock county in book 519. named.
automobile at five o'clock the next aftTIRE
Between Homeaville and
page 568, conveyed to me the undersigned a
Eva M. Humphrey, late of 8wan’s Island, ii
Ella worth, April 81. Ford tire with certain lot or parcel of land situated
ernoon, December 31.
in said
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
Goodyear tube. Finder please notify Akth
Ellsworth and bounded and described as
Cuts Telephone Wire*.
Jordan, Waltham, Me.
follows: Beginning on the east side of the purporting to be tr.e isn will sod testament
of said deceased, together with
for
Colonel Vlx Immediately dispatched
Branch Pona road and at the
junction of the probate thereof, presented by petition
airland F.
cross road passing Leonard Moore’s, thence
Lieutenant Genevrler. an exceptionNe % man, the executor therein named.

meet at the grange hall Saturday afat 2 o’clock. Each member is

ternoon

asked to

Friendly.

French Lieutenant Cute Wire* and
Entertain* Guard Officer Until
Cavalry Arrives—Marshal Is

Sabbath.

next

Harriet Cole of Sedgwick has succeeded Miss Reed of Bangor, as nurse at
Mrs. Cole’s.
Miss

Mi»s

for Boston to

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

One year.f 1.50
Four months.50

VON MACKENSEN

FRANKLIN.

EVER': WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

abbertiBtmfnt*.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

the

hospital list week for treatment. It is hoped that she may not have
to be operated upon for appendicitis, as it

Marshal Is Peeved.
While he was regaling Mackensen’s
jailer-ally In the village Inn with tales
was at first expected.
of that dear Paree which in bygone
Mrs. Llva Stanley is at home from
the latter had known and
years
Massachusetts and is with her daughter,
adored. Lieutenant Genevrier heard
Mrs. Clarence Spurling.
the sound of galloping hoofs. He went
Frieuds of Samuel Phippen are glad to
to the door and saw the
Spahis chargsee
him about and able to resume bis
ing up to the chateau of Foth. Pointduties as janitor of the schoolhouse and
ing them out to his chagrined companchurch.
ion. he exclaimed, “My job is done!”
Sunday evening, April 27, Vlaynard and hurried out to join the troopers.
J rdau will speak of his overseas’ trip
t 'olonel Guespereau, who commanda id experience.
Mr. Jordan has recently; ed the cavalry forces, entered the char turned from
teau and demanded to see Mackensen.
Camp Devens.
April 21.
8.
The marshal, furious at having been
outmaneuvered, sent back a fiat reTRENTON.
fusal.
Robie Hodgains wife and
daughter of
Guespereau said quietly: “Tell him
Btr Harbor spent Saturday
night and
unless hp consents to see me immewith
their
Sunday
parents, E. B. Hodkins
diately I shall have my Spahis break
a id wife.
down the door of his room.”
Earle Bean returned home last Tuesday
Mackensen gave In and received the
from overseas.
Mrs. Beau is much imcolonel forthwith.
proved.
The Frenchman saluted him and
Hermon Romor
writes hone
said: “Sir, you are my prisoner.
from
I
Germany that he does not expect to be have called on you merely to assure
hom for three months.
myself that you were here. That Is
all.”
E, N. Hodgkins and son
Franklin
“I understand.” the Field Marshal
spent Saturday night and San lay at
home.
replied in low tones.
1
A week later he was removed in a
Mrs. Frank Spratt his returned
to
special train to the Chotek chateau,
the farm here.
where he will remain interned until
W.
April 21.
the conclusion of peace.
GOULDS BORO.
Honey in Old lee House.
Walter Donnell has moved his family to
Winchendon, Mass.—Workmen emSouth Gouldsboro.
ployer! repairing an old ice house at
Earl Bartlett of Bangor, who has been
Lake Watatie found a colony of bees
in the service, is visiting here.
had made their home between the douCapt. Elisha Bickford and wife of Win- ble walls of the
The 10structure.
ter Harbor were week-end.guests here.
! inch space was filled with honeycomb.
Josiab Young die 1 April 19 at the home
As soon as the hoards were ripped
of Edward Spurling, aged eighty-two
off the men had no trouble getting at
years.
the honey.
About 100 pounds was
found.
EirTAH.
April 21.
(

said first mentioned road, thence southerly named.
on said Branch Pond road to the
Jeremiah Hurley, late of Ellsworth, in said
place of be26-inch ex- ginning. containing five and one-half acres county, deceased.
Petition that M&rgarel
tractor, 1 two-compartment
washer, 1 | more or less, together with ail buiidiDgs Hurley or some other suitable person be
apthree-truck dry room. 1 Shaw collar-sbaper, thereon. And whereas the condition of said
rdmlnlstratrix of the esta e of said
1 gas making
machine, 1 combined collar, mortgage has been and now is broken, now
e ceased without
giving bond, presente bj
cuff and bosom ironer
Apply at American therefore by reason of the breach of the con- Margaret Hurley, widow of said deceased.
Office.
dition of said mortgage, I claim a foreclosure
Thomas N. Graves, late ol Nortbe ist Harthereof and give this notice for that purpose. hor, in said
Petition tr.ai
county, deceased.
S8*foot acop boat, equipped
Alice T. Graves or some other suitable
Charles L. Morang.
persoi
for fishing; runnl ig rigging auu sails
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine, this 9th day of be appointed administrator of tue estate ol
fair
Good dory, anchors, cabin furniahings,
said
d*
ceased without giving bond, preseuitc
etc. For sale cheap. Apply to Wm. E. Whit- April a. d. 1919.
by A lice T. Graves widow ot said deceased.
ing, Ellsworth, Me.
C0MM18S10NEK8’ NOTICE.
George F. Mitchell, late of Sorrento, ix
said county, decease!.
Petition that W B
building material, lumber, ; Hancock as.
Blaisdell or some other suitable person be
Ellsworth.
Me.,
14,1919.
doors, windows, bricks, etc.
April
at
Apply
administrator of the estate of said
appointed
lot next American house. Main St., to Ed.
the undersigned, having been duly deceased,
presented by Ora Milcueli, wutov
Hamilton.
appointed by the Honorable Bertrand of said deceased.
E. Clark, judge of probate within and for
Martha
P.
8 uith, late of Amherst, in said
spile driver, 12x20 feet; also motor- said county, commissioners to receive and
Petition that CharlesM
boat 22 ft long, 5 h. p. engine.
Terms decide upon the claims of the creditors of county, deceaoed.
Smith
or
some
other suitable person be apreasonable for cash.
Frank H. Treworuy, Charles C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
administrator ol the estate of s«id
East Surry.
county, deceased, whose estate has been
eceaaed, presented by Char.es M. Smith,
represented insolvent, hereby give public widower
of said deceased.
agreeably to the order of the said
ROOTS—A limited number of notice
James Adair, late of Bar Harbor, in said
that
of
six
months
from
and
judge
probate,
strong roots of a la*-ge. early variety at
deceased.
Petition that Elliott N.
after April 8. 1919, nave been allowed to said county,
cents each.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
creditors to present and prove their claims, ; Benson or some other suitable person oe tp
and that we will attend to tne doty assigned pointed administrator of the e» ate of s.id
us at the office of Wm. E. Whiting, Ellsworth.
deceased, pn.e.ued by William
Adair,
and lot on Pond street.
Inquire Maine,
brother of said deceased.
on the 5th day of Maj, 1919, and on
of Mrs Lucy Trkdic, Ellsworth. Telethe 1st day of October, 1919. at teu of the
i'uuusiu, me ui
r.iisworiD, iu
phone 122-13.
clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
Petition
that
Hen rj
county, deceased.
Wm. K. Whitino,
Duuuan or some other suitable person be »p
MAINE SEA SHORE LAND
Harry C. Stratton,
poi.itid administrator of the estate uf said
Commissioners.
without giving bond, preseuted by
"VT'EAR Bar Harbor.
I have three miles
|! deceased
Fred E Dunham, father of said deceased,
handsomest restricted shore laud: company formed, roads built and new club bouse.
i
Liunie
L.
VI
M
CO
IS8IOMKRV NOTICE.
Cunningham, late of Bar Harbor,
I wan> to sell sections fo* summer cottages,
in said county, deceased. Petition rhar Fred
or build cn oners.
Will sell half at low
STATE OF MAINE.
A. Holmes, or some other suitabv perao.. i>e
price to good party who wants it to put into
appointed administrator of the estate «>i »a\d
Hancock as.
April 14. a. d. 1919.
a syndicate, or will sell house easy terms, to
deceased without givtug bond, presented b>
inan and wife to run. catering for best people.
the undersigned, having been duly
Fred A. Holmes, heir-at-law of sa deecrasea.
\ITE,
Builder. P. U. Box 2(77, Boston, Mas,.
f ?
appointed by the Honorable Bertrand
Mary A. Gilmore. 1st- of t'as me. in svia
E. Clark, judge of probate within and for sa d
county, deceased. First ana dual a c-un,
county, commissioners to receive and decide of W. B. Biaisdel),
public admtnistrato .filed
claims
of
the
creditor*
the
of
Brackett
upon
for settlement.
late
of
G. Archer,
Mariavtlle, in said
Abbie O. Graves, late of Hsucoclc, in »id
deceased, whose estate has be< n
county,
you a small bouse, no lsnd to prodeceased. First aud dual »ccoju al
duce a living?
Would you exchange represented insolvent, hereby give public county,
Alice H bcotr, admiuisirali 1*. <1 e bonta
Bolice agreeably to the order of the said judge
for a fine seashore farm, a home and living?
filed for settlement.
of probate, that sis months from aud after
Address Ellsworth American.
Ap-il 1, a d 1919. have been allowed to said
Margaret A. Gray, late of Brooklin. iu ud
creditors to present and prove their claims, county, deceased. Second account of Frag
and that we will attend to the duty &-<aigntd
A. Bowden, executor, filed for settlement.
t£Unt;D
us at lb- office of T. H. Smith, at Bm ksport,
Hazel M. Saunders, of Hucksport, in
in said countv, on the third day ot July, a. d
county. First and last account of ElsieX.
once, to buy or rent in Ell*!9i9. and on the second day of August, a d
Cushing,
guardian, filed tor seUleaien
a
desirable bouse in good loca- ; 1919. at two of the clock in the afteruoon of
wonb.
tion. Apply at 12 School «t., Ellsworth.
Elizabeth A. Jellisou, late of KHswor b. U
each of said days
said county, decea-ed. Ft rat
account of
Raymond Fkllows.
Heriba J. Thompson, execuirifiled loi
Thomas F. Uaulaohkr,
lemon t.
Coo mission**™.
William H. Davis, late of Bar Harbor. i»
said county, deceased. First accouut ot L BFACTE It NOTICE.
D.*asy and B. H. Young, trustees, ti ed for
settlement.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
Sarah R. Salisbury, late of Bar Harbor,
\ TEN or women to take orders among may need assistance during five years begin«aid county, deceased. First account ®f
friends and neighbors lor the genuine ning Jan. I. 1915. and are legal residents ot
*t 1
Hurston B. Salisbury, administrator, filed for
full
line
for
women
I
forbid
all
guarantee-! taoisery.
men,
Ellsworth.
persons trusting them
settlement.
end children. Llimin ites darning. We pay on my account, as there is plenty ot room ant
Abbie J. Sucy of Ellsworth, iu said county50can ho-ir spare time or #21 a week for lull
accommodations to care for them at the City
Two
11. Bro,,ru•
accoun
Leon
of
lime, t xperienr® unn- es*»ry
In
Farm
house
Arthur
H.
Write,
year
Mitchkll.
filed tor settlemeni•-»
guardian,
TBRNATlft V4L STOCKING MiL
NO/ IStOtt l), Pa
Lydia J. Strattou, a person
U. 8. branch ot the
mind of Gouldsooro, in «a:d couu > ”el
lion filed by William K
Hammond. gusr«H»<NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE SO?®autet>.
c of »•
for license to sell certain real es
CIETY LIMITED.
ward, situated iu South Gouidsboro. i® •*|J
OF NORWICH, KNO.
county, and more fully described in »dd P*
tition.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1918.
Brackett Cl Archer, late of MsfT A W >MEN and girls wanted for best
hiid county,deceased. Petitiou filed o> *,J
*J\_J year ar.-ond hoe’s in M*.ine; 25 Stocks and bonds.
M. Langhllu. administrator, for license to*'
waitresses, tiue tip bote.»; also chamber, Cash in office aud bank,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women, Agents' balances.
certain real estate of said deceased. situ»i;
in said Mariaville aud mote fully desert®^
chefs, pastry anti "11-around ro< ks. Bell and Bill* receivable,
bu-s beys, second
»uu
in said petition
third cooks fori lute re ot aiul i- nts,
hotel po- iiious, Apply always to Maine Ho- I All other assets.
Hannah E. Crip^en. of Ellsworth, i®*1
tel Agency. new
quarters, BO Main street, I
county,
petitions said court tha* her name
Established
37
sears.
300 girls ;
Uaugor.
Gross assets.
to iiaunuh &. Holmes.
changed
wanted tor best summer hotels.
Incloe 1 Deduct items not admitted.
#
John
A
for
Few
Lord, late of Ellsworth, in
housework
high grace
reply.
stump
county deceased. Petition filed by Fulton* ;
places.
Admitted assets,
$4,259,023 07 itedman, execu.or of the last will anil **•
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918.
meni of said deceased, tnat the amount of
inheritance tax on said estate be deter®10
Net unpaid losses.
f 455 644 47
Unearned premiums,
by toe Judge of Probate.
2.42*2.807 30
All other liabilities,
No tvh.
Edward 0. Bod man, late of the c
179,680 39
Cash capital.
Fen
*200.< oo ou
aud state of New Yor*. deceased
is to notify and warn all persons
01
rpHIS
Surplus over all liabilities,
ti ed by George M. Bod-* ai. »*e n
1,000,890 91
JL against trusting or harboring my wife,
last will and testament of said de«*ease*i.
Carrie Tracy, on my account, as I shall pay
•*
Total
the
liabilities
tax
and
amount
the
inheri
ance
of
no bills of her contracting after this date.
surplus,
$4,259.023 07
late be d ter mined by the Judge of Fro®
Burt H. Tbacy.
GARDNER Sc COMPANY, Agents,
^
Bucksport.
Dated at Sullivan, th‘s2d day of April. 1919.
Phebe P. Whiting, late of Castine, 1®
t>n
counry, deceased. Petition filed by
ohio farmers insurance co.
K. Wbitmg. administrator of the
said deceased, that the amount ofin*
£nrot
LBROY, OHIO.
bf
ttance tax on said estate be determine
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.
the Judge of Probate.
Real estate,
Elizabeth A. Jellis >u. late of
pr
Mortgage loans,
'*•
said
county, deceased. PetiHon
Collateral loans,
SPECIALTY MADF OF
Bertha J. Thompson, executrix of
Stocks and bonds,
i®
accounting
typewriting,
will aud testament of said deceased,
and
,*
Cash in office aud bank,
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
amount of the inheritance tax on s»»“
Agents’ balances.
Agent Uuiou Safe Deposit & Trust Co.. or % inbe determined by the Judge of Probate.
Bills receivable.
for
Probate
and
land,
turnlshiug
Surety houo Interest and rents,
William G. Burnham, late of
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter suppliei All other assets,
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petitioa®‘“
Removed to 1 School St.,
rheod >re J. Lewis. Edward G- Recoin®>
Ellsworth, bu<.
Gross assets,
the Girard Trust Company, all of
of
Deduct items not admitted,
delpbiu praying that the appomt
said
RAN KLIN FARROW. M.
petitioners as trustees under
co#*
Admitted assets.
$4,632,142 *26 will and testament of said deceased,
firmed by said Court.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918.
^
Net unpaid losses,
WEST BROOK8VILLE, ME.
*
183, 03 10 Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK,
Unearned premiums,
«**■
said Court
Ellsworth.
at
2.H46.380 65
^
our
All
other liabilities,
Tt lephone 12-4
§
h>3,795 oO
W est Brooksville
day of April, in the year of n
Surplus over all liabilities.
one thousand nine hundred and
1.199,7*8 61
««“•'
B.»».
C.
Roy
Total liabilities and
surplus,
$4,*32,112 26
-l ilting Glasses a
A true copy.
w<.,,iit?r
SpecialtyBegu
O, W, Taplkt, Agent.
Attest:—Rov C- Haikbs,

|
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viser and a strong advocate, while both bene
and bar have lost an upright, learned judgt
a jurist
with a natural legal, broad am

S. J. COURT.

HANCOCK

equitable mind, a strong searcher for th'
truth, with keen power of analysis, whos<
constant aim was to see exact justice done,
man
men,
among
approachable, kind
hearted, lovable as a friend, enjoying the con

April Term, 1»1»COCHt.

TH*

J. Dunn,
Presiding Justice-Charles
Herk—T. F. Mahoney, Ellsworth.

Orono.

W. Wescott, Ellsworth.
Crier—Erneat L. Osgood, Bluehill.
Patten,
Fred A.
Ellsworth;
prputies
Brewster, Dedham.
Oeorge W.
Fred Hayden, Portland.
Stenographer—
R. Clark, Ellsworth.

gberiff—Ward

yt!»enger—Earl

of the supreme judicial
The April
rtort for Hancock county opened yesterwith Associate Justice
<jjf morning,
J. Dunn of Orono presiding for
term

term in
of court

lowed Mr.

adoption
paid eloquent tribute

term

that this will be

a

U.

in

account

on

longer

of the epi-

bar,

we

Hood

names

on

list

King,

day of last July

who died

on

holding
justice of

bile

w

better than

of

a

nature

while

is an ideal securityin which)

Northeast

has

relatives

returned

in

from

a

put savings. It possesses,
all the elements of desirable investment,
to

visit

Portland and Lynn,

do

Loses Civil War Veteran.
Sedgwick, April 22 (special)—

years. He was one of the few reveterans of the Civil war, and
wounded in battle. He had been in

seven

|
!

maining

this

was

failing
from
cared

other

Wear this Button

health several

months, suffering
heart trouble, aDd was tenderly
for by his wife and children. They
the sympathy of a wide circle of

the visible symbol of support given to
your country when it needs it most.
as

Buy Yourselves

and ask all your men-folks to buy tooj,
A united, heroic effort will make this Jast^
'popular Liberty Loan the greatest success;
of all. Let us finish the job of financing
the war.
...

Patriotically Save for
Prosperous Peace

exceptional

an

Buy Today

Solo.

Bertha Swain
Recitation...Horace Eatey
Recitation.Melissa Jones
Recitation..Raymond Tate
Quartette, Ethel Pinkham, Gladys Pinkham,
Bertha Swain, Mrs. McFarland.
Recitation.Chester Jones

But

opportunity for
man happened
was his poise and
|

come to me, such
breadth that I am certain

Lo

every member
of this bar shares my feeling in some degree, and the impressioii he made on me is

cAt any Bank —Cash

he made upon all.
The formative period
life

passed

was

away
lie
kuew little of it

of

Judge King’s

from

here, and 1
mature

was a

twenty-eight when admitted to the
bar. Shortly afterward he was taken
into partnership with bis preceptor in the

held

firmer than he

of his
m an

realized.

He

Carlisle’s

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

I

Conferring fifth degree
Education in
Address,
“Agricultural
Common Schools,”
Mr Allen or Miss Hale of Augusta
Paper, “What Books and Papers Shall we
Have on Our Reading Tables?”
Clara Johnson

j
i

life,

which

was

ou

He

passed

the bench.

Heavy

study of problems

was

not

over

..

an

example

24
29.
43 _

53
00

Scrofula,

Eczema, and Many
Skin Troubles,
as a ^Pneral
Sprlnrr mfdl-

cln«WS?
0I*
rheumatism, dysber»«t«
-rratarfh,
^00d’s Sarsaparilla is of
grE1Ja’value
to men,
children.
t

women,

5°r8 ita thorough work In these
diseases by cleansing
Knf
.on tlle Pure» healthy condito'ip nf 'yhlch. depend the vigor and
•Wph
thp
tion

$L°i.the whole system,
Is equally
cc-ssflli ? Sarsaparilla
the treatment of troubles
thnt ftrJ" not
well
,re
defined—cases

29

.«...

suc-

of

80

I

PM

,,

geiwLi^ Pr,,run.-tiowp
l0SS °f
that

We
of

^|LdP
fU1if
d feeling,

see

SS

W

or

condition or
“I'Pctite and

cases in which

very P,aln'y after-effects
the »J??rry and anx,e‘y caused hy
war and the debility follow,*°y,d
the 8‘ Ip. influensa and
fevers.
In
a]lments it has accomwonderful amount of good.
Pi,!a he,p as a stomach
mS, a.
digestive cathartic.

in*

PlishLaSUCh
«v.td,.
tomn^

pas

w

too

ban

for money, but be had the
of intellectual
honesty. He

rare

ho

ia not

too

mean

or

pressed

wa
trait
rightly trusted by all classes of people.
He w'as no promoter of litigation. H
advised against it except as a last resort
He realized that a law suit means tba
somebody has made a mistake, and hi

(Co^lii^ued

on

page S)

;

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite
\

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me

Forsaithi Stable*

MAINE
rear

of A. W. Curtis’

store.

LET US HELP YOU

AM
...

Bangor

...

.Iv.

Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie’s..-.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake-.......Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
El Is wo 11 h
Wash’gt’n June:.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy ar.

..

Sullivan.»r

Sorrento.i.
Bar Harbor

j

We

5 59
3 43
ffi 94.
06 f3 50
6 16:
400.
t6 2«
f4 10
6 30i
4 23
6 47
4 31
7 021
4 45
17 11; f4 52.
5 00.
7 2t)l
7 24
5 08
t7 30 T5 10.

f6

livery

50
8 0.
8
f6 05
AMP M

f7

NAPHTHA CLEANINE

Ellsworth. Ml

mail-order house rinds

t

town whose local merchants do not ad

vertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
list.

anywhere.
solicit your out-of-town business.

THE ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post worh
H. B ESI EY & CO., Proprietors

the

members of the Florists Telegraph DeWe send flowers by Telegraph

We

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

When

are

Association.

to anyone

Stopaou signal or on notice to conductor
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday,
DAN \ C. DOUGLASS,
Federal Manager.

...

►

05
16.
21

f

state .Street,

«

AM

fa2 25itl0
*5 30: t3
5 31) 3

55)

..ar.

All Kinds of laundry Work.
az jcruuduinut

CARLISLE

ELLSWORTH

..

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Mr. and Mrs. Guv Butli k
Eastbrook, Me April 21. 1919.

M. R.

35.

PM
*1 of*.

—

reputation,

SOLICITED.
wu/ y

PLUMBING.

impression upon anybody be ad
dressed. His was not only the comtnoi
variety of honesty which nearly every on

CORRESPONDENCE

TO SUIT.

..

*
Judge
former, Judge King of the latter class
j
were reached |
conclusions
n
his
wb.
But
M
L. HARRIS,
based
they were generally sound and
General Passenger Agent.
DIED.
reason.
Portland. Maine.
upon authority aud
His steady industry was used not onlj
Cranberry Isles April 19, Capt
| BULGER-At
for his clients, but in the various business
Samuel N Bulger, aged 83 years. 4 mouths.
|
'
was
connected
he
which
BLACK—At Barbados, W I, March 8, Capt
enterprises with
Elmer O Black, of South Brooksville, aged
No evening was too long for him to spent
61 years. 7 mouths, 26 days.
Hoi Water Heating, Furnaa
in his office arranging and analyzing tin
FRAZIER—At Lakewood, April 20, Mrs Cora
whict
M Frazier, aged 40 years.
accounts of the lumber company of
Work and
FRIEND-At Sedgwick, April 11, Mrs Nellie
he was treasurer, and the prosperity o
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICE.*Friend, aged 67 year.-,.
which bis fidelity and ability greatly pro
FRAZIER—At Lyuu. Mass., April 15. Milton
Twenty Years' Experience.
moled.
I O Frazier, native of Ellsworth, aged 75
j
years.
skillfu
Personal a tennon to all details. Telephone
Although be w as resourceful and
'PAGE-At Sedgwick, April 19. Ira H Page,
or m«ill orders promptly atteuded to.
in bis w ork at the bar, hiB success w as dui
aged 77 years, 5 months, 3 days.
to bis character as much as to his skill
YOUNG
At Gouldsboro, April 19, Joaiah
Young, aged 82 years
His honesty and sincerity of purpose wen
quickly discerned by juries as well as b]
CARD OF THANKS,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
the court. The dignity and often solem
E wish to thank all our neighbors and
\\
Telephone 178-2.
T t
nity with which he addressed himself ti
friepds who so kindly assisted us
of
our
darling
through the sickness and death
matters before the courts, combined will
also tor the be*u iful flowers,
!
oaby;
made
bis character
and
and Family.

strong

CASH OR TERMS

......

Jobbing.

IN BLOOD DISEASES

and Drivers.

02.
og.

via
1..
Porismouth lv... *y 00
Boston via
1 ....-.
Dover Iv..
fa 45.
AM

Jv>siah E Carter, both of Bar Harb
RIDLEY—(1 KINDLE—At Bluehill, April 19,
by Rev R M Trafuni, .Mrs Anuie M Ridley to
\ Judsou Griudle, both of Bluehill.

of tin

57
17

Hand Draft Horses

Some

Good Ones Just in.

BANUOB TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston

--

was

Specialty.

40.
47.
50.

a

...

a

W is well

p m
f5 55

..

Portland.Iv

by any prospective fee. If he took
kuotly question to work out he
MV It it I Kit.
st yed with it day and night to the end.
I
Faced suddenly with a new question ABBOTT —ATWOOD —At Bucksport, April IB.
by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Ruby E
some men are instinctively right in then
I
Abb 't of Verona, to Jesse T Atwood, of
immediate judgments. Others arrive at a
Bucksport.
a careMcKAY—C\R I ER-At Ellsworth, April 16.
right conclusion but usually after
Rev R H Moyie, Mrs Annie D McKay to
by
mental
journey,
ful and
painstaking
>r.
limited

Stable
k Also Some Good
V Trades in Second-

Western

Draft Horses

M

Boston via
•! *. I IT* *111.1.
.|.j
Portsmouth ar,. .--i t9*26 *4 50.
Boston via.
Dover ar..-.fll 01
I
p m
* M

BOHN.

greatest value both to bis
community.
patient and laborious to the last

His

Portland.ar.

CROSSMAN—At Bluehill, April 18. to Mr and
M rs J L Crossman, a sou.
KANE—At Bluehill, April 20, to Mr and Mrs
a
Arthur Earl Kane,
daughter. (Earla
Marie )
YORK-At Bluehill, April 22, to Mr and Mrs
Warren C York, a daughter.

of the

was

GREEN LAKE.
eleven-year-old son of Reuel
Higgins, has qualified as an expert ftsherman.
On {Sunday he was high line at
Green lake, hooking and landing four
fish, the largest weighing five pounds.
His father, who is some fisherman himself, struck bis colors to the boy. Fishing
from the same boat, he did not hook a
fish for the day.
Lelaud,

clients aud to the

degree.

Mt Desert Fy Iv.fio 80
+5
10 36
Waukeag, S Fy.
5
Hancock. 10 39
5
Frauklin Road. 10 47 f*
Waah’gt’n June. 11 03
6
Ellsworth. 1111
e
Ellsworth Falls.fll 17'
6
Nicolin.fll 32
f6
Green Lake.fll 43i
6
Phillips l^ake. fll 52 ( 7
McKenzie’s.. .f 7
Holden.
12 01
7
Brewer June.. 12 24t
7
Bangor.ar.112 3oJ, f7

Question-box

1

Sale

HINES, Director Genera! of Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
WALKER D.

Franklin,

Recess

steadily

destined to be

all too brief service

qualities

}

grange,

:

During the twenty-five years that Mr.
King labored in this town as a practicing
lawyer be continued to develop and to use

j

Schoodic

1

power aud reputation till he unexpected!' reached the third and last period

|

Mountain Pomona.

j May 1:
Corrected to Nov 1 1, 1918.
study of law, with the late Chief Justice Opening song.Grange
BAH HARBOR TO BANOOR
Add res* of welcome. .Member of home grange
Wiawell, and for twenty-live years, either I
* m
Chester Stratton
P m 'j
p
Response...Mrs
,1
in partnership or alone, be labored with
Bar Harbor..Iv.
f9 t6
;i 2
Paper, “What Can the Grauge do to Help
4 5*
Sorrento.j.
industry and ability in the well-known
Brown
iu Reconstruction?”.Lyle

grew in

H. E.

with

$H5j875.

quota

Following is the program for the meeting of Green Mountain Pomona to be

of

England

Ellsworth’s
is
Shall we raise it? We Will!
This adveitisenn nt is endorsed and paid for by the Burrilt National Bank of Ellsworth as a part of its efforts to
“finish the job” of war financing.

Beuediction...

j *E="i*V;reeii

man

Instalments

iliiiiimiiiiiuuuiinllkimiiiniiimuuiiiniiniiiiiuiini JHin«iiiiikiiiiniuiiinllHiUilllrikkmiiktiUkitikimitiinikiiinkLiiiairiiniiiiiimiiiiiHHlIiiinUiuuiiii1miuiiutmiiiiii[iii:iiuiimrm:.,~TrR:rm'[F

Reading.Julia Estey
different from that you all received. 1 Recitation.Christina Jones
I
Address.Rev. J. W.Tickle
sentiments
but
not voicing my
alone,
Singing.Congregation
expressing as 1 interpret it the impression

i

or

|

Loan Committee of New

Liberty

—--

a in

ex-

careful and sound ad-

a

Reading............Bertha Bstey
Recitation.....Charles Doyle
Recitation..Beatrice Jones

reaching the spirit of the

Hancock

i kat iQ
death of justjce Arno
C^e kar bas
lost a lawyer of the
u

has gone to

I^eath again entered our community on
Saturday, and removed another respected
citizen, Ira Page, at the age of seventy-

work,

oi their

long <*nd intimate relationship.

:hat

room

scholarly attainments, high
"'*** Gained minds of
legal abilwhose
servants,
many of us cannot

1,0,11

The "Victory”Lodfy

...

were

devoted public
1 COin
Pun ion ship with
replaced, aud

___J>,e’

Meader

North

ng good temper of the man, for not oue
aarsb word of jarring note marred the
imooth course of our friendship during

EXERCISES.

O.

lit sol<,

feel

Ko&ter C oncert at Bayside.
My estimate of Judge King is based
close association in professional and
There was an Easter concert at Bayside
business matters for thirty-three years,
grange ball Sunday afternoon. The proind us 1 look beck upon it I .think of the
gram was as follows:
iplendil serenity, calm spirit and unfail- binging
.Congregation

county bar has lost six members by aeath
during tbe past year, including ex-Sena-

li.l

school

repaid.

professional men.
Ministers occupy their pulpits alone. have
Doctors treat their patients privately and friends in the loss of a good husband and
fatter.
ipart. The business of a law'yer invites
Services were held at the home Monday,
md receives the tierce, if friendly, critiRev. Roy Trafton of Bloehill, officiating.
:ism of legal and other experts, and necesThe deceased left three children—Ralph of
sitates continual contact with other memoers of his profession.
The strength and Easlbrook, Fred of this place, and Mrs.
character of each of us are unconsciously Minnie Marks of East Bluehill, and two
and Charles, of tbia
weighed and estimated by all of us, and brothers, George
place.
:he conclusion is usually the same.

The Hancock county bar held interest-

That in lhe death of Moutelie W.
A^*°tvrJ°hn
Buuker. William
Buck
and o'"
...u^»8Car **' Cunniugham, the bar has lost

be

must

war

Sedgwick

the

DtvidORudick.^

oe

well

Mass.

the

excellent

**
and

with

from the

>

faC

attending the

Vin Smith

of this bar

struck

in the square of this town. Always
William Henderson.Brookli 1 office
modest and unassuming, for the first ten
Edwin Joyce.Swan's Island
he was in a sense
Levi Knight.Deer Isle years of that period
Lester Moore.Bar Harbor overshadowed in the public eye by bis
Fred E Mor&ug.Ellsworth
brilliant.associate and senior. They made
Ernest Richardson.Mount Deaert
and effective team, however,
an
.Bar Harbor
and talents supeach in bis nature
P P Sargent.Uouldsboro
1883 to
the other. From
Imng R Saunders.Orland plementing
W is well went on the
FOSttsby.Am be rat 1893, when Mr.
Carl Ward well.
bench, few important suits came to trial
t astine
JamesP Whitmore.Southwest Harbor in this court without their active and
LE Wilber.Sorrento effective
(
participation. In loiw Mr. King
LE Wilbur.Waltham 1
came into his own, and for the first time as
Edward & Witbam. .......Verona
a lawyer stood upon his own feet, which

irv
y.

All
were

Harbor to work.

lawyers know and understand.each other

j!

er8

they

DOLLAR DTOWN.

last we met, none
affection and respect

un account oi toe

—.

"

manner.

that

eourt.

Charles L Bacon.Bluebill
BC Baker
Sullivau
Bert H Bennett.Bucksport
Charles H Bickford.Win er Harbor
Fred E Blaisdell.. Franklin
Hiram Blake.
Brooksville
Jndaon T Carter.Hurry
Oscar L Crabtree.Hancock
Linwood H Cushman.Ellsworth
Clifford H Dolliver.Tretuont
Joseph H Eaton.Stouington !
Eugene L Fergusou.Sedgwick i
Levi Gray.Penobscot |

j

of

Th#

savers.

Both Miss Penley and
Jewett handled the work in an able

Miss

Mr. Bunker,
W. C. Conary

not

jug

I

being twenty-six.

Mr.

since
our

iistinguished position

re-

The members of the Hancock
county bar.

...

made up by the prudenceof peace.

:>n a

mindful of the traits found in the ideals iu
our
profession, ability, integrity, high sense
° k°nor Uljd
clear conscience, and recoguizthe true
compiniouship which has so
0uK existed am
mg its members, deeply
mcuru the loss
of our recently departed
brothers, aud

■

Examples

patriotic

waste

in

mo-

on

members

have been

;ban Arno Warren

TRAVERSE JURORS.

memorial

of

The home economics extension school

have

by death
higher in

rolls

Hooper.Gouldaboro

for whom

Be

Sunday.

B. H.

Among the six
whose

George Ingalls.Brooklin.
Frank T Jellison .Sur y
Charles A Joy.Ellsworth
A B Leach...Blue hi 11
Myrl R Lymburner.Brooksville
Fred E Milliken.Hancock
Clinton A Parsons.Mariaville
Robert L Perkins...
Peuobscot
Fred P Phillips.
Lamoine
Frank Robbins.Bucksport
Daniel W Torrey.Deer Isle
Alvin T Wilson. Hullivau

Eugene Hale,

as

■

New" England Womens

I

mother,

—»iarri;..

..

exercises.

John H Abram ......Bar Harbor
Franklin
Wtiliam H Card..
Gsborne W cousins.Southwest Harbor
Bar Harbor
Leroy R. Harriman

tor

reported

spirits have passed over
Mr. and Mrs. Irving A. Stackpole are
luring the few' months since we last gath- receiving congratulations on the birth of
ered,for these sira| 14 yet, to us, impressive a son, born April 2D.

Mumler, foreman.Orland
WCDCandage. clerk.Mt Desert

ercises will be held later.
The resolutions, introduced
by
•
Hamliu, were as follows:

her

is

members whose

Charles H

The

of

Miss Helen York of Portland is the
of A. W. Ellis and
wife. Miss
Dorothy Holbrook of Rockland, a student
at U. of M., Orono, was their
guest over

press and record our appreciation of the
life and services of those of our fellow

follows:

tbe court

who

..I...

guest

with the ancient custom
come together to ex-

In accordance
of the

Tbe grand jurors, as drawn for tLe
October term but not called, reported
yesterday morning, and were charged by
the court. The jury as organized is as

inK memorial exercises in
afternoon.
yesterday

Merchant,
gradually failing.

Peters said:

Mr.

The attorneys present at the opening of
H. hi. Hamlin, John A.
court were:
M. Hall, Oeorge B. Btuart,
Peters, Henry
F. Giles, D. E. Hurley,
¥ L Mason, L.
R. E. Mason, W. E.
Harry L. Crabtree,
R. P. King, EllsWhiting, E.,1- Walsh,
T. H. Smith,
worth; Oscar F. Fellows,
Charles H.
Wiley C.Consry, Bucksport;
Wood, B. E. Clark, A. H. Lynam, C. B.
H. L. Graham, Harry
Pineo, E. N. Benson,
E. Googins, Bar HarM. Conners, George
bor; Forrest B. Snow, Bluehill; George R.
Harbor; Jerome H.
Fuller, Southwest
Knowles, Northeast Harbor; Percy T.
Clarke, Stonington; W. B Blaiadell, Sulbran; Arthur W. Patterson, Castiue; A.
D. McFaol, Machias.

MEMORIAL

the serious illness

Mrs.

ind

attorneys present.

The traverse jurors, summoned to
port this morning, are as follows:

Clark

Mr. Buck,

on

Leonard K. Jordan went to
N. Y., last week, called there

Judge Cunningham, and O. F. Fellow s
Congressman Peters on Judge King.

on

.i..

the average attendance for the six sessions

spoke especially

Pineo

I. H. Smith

then prevailing. The
demic of influenga
last year was also shortApril term of
with two jury trials.
only four days,

Adelbert

B.

Abbott, Judge B. E.

in recent years. Last Ocwere no jury trials, the jurors

being.called

of
to

members of the bar.

tban'usual

tober there
cot

sre

this

'3bbeTti<semrnt3
~

clothing
Thursday, Friday and \
of last week, conducted
the resolutions, Saturday
by
Miss Herberts Penley and Miss Rosalind !
all the departed
M. Jewett, U. of M., was most
successful,

Hamlin, in seconding the

tion for the

At the
county.
b,s first
prayer was offered by
opening
of the Congregational
Kev. R, B. Mathews

church.
Indications

by

That our
Rerolve,
deep and sincere
sympathies be hereby tendered to the families
of the deceased brothers and jurists, and
Rerolve, That these resolutions be presented to the court for adoption and record.
C. 11. Wood of Bar Harbor, who fol-

—

Charles

Mrs.

Brooklyn,

fidence and esteem of all, and whose record
may well stand as an example of the lofty attainment which may be reached in our profession; and

Whiting, Ells-

E.

W.

County Attorney
«orth

KLLS WORTH FALLS.
Mrs. Warren Jordan of
Bangor spent
part of lastjweek with her parents, Charles
E. Lynch and wife.

'Itiocrtisrmrms

MOTHS GAVE
THIS DELICATE
CHIU) VINOL

generations

who had behind them

AMERICA’S NEW PLACE

ture and

IN THE WORLD

of cul-

They brought witt

education.

them the lofty ideals of their race, anc
transmitted those ideals and that culture
to their children. The No’th, sah, the

[By Kverelt W. Lord.|
address delivered on the fiftieth anniof the incorporation of the city at
Ellsworth. Maine. February 6, 1919.

An

settled by the scum and the
nations, the ignorant anc
the base and the vile—and their descenno’th,

versary

was

outcast

of all

Just thirty years ago, on a bright spring
day, Mr. Whittle, the principal of the
Ellsworth
high school, dismissed the
school nearly an hour before the usual
noon closing
time so that the scholars
might have an opportunity to witness the
I launching of tne “Harry W. Haynes,” a

1 didn’t argue the questioo not with thal
group of gentlemen. Thank the Lord.
North and South have become acquainted

!

with

three-masted schooner of

300

some

dants

just

are

the

That seemed
if

planation,

same

to-day.”

fairly satisfactory exaccepted the premises;

a

one

—

tons.

other’s excellencies, and

each

no

tinned

to

fly

the stars and

ment

service,

with which I

now

have

FARM PROFITS

the

to

Naturally, the farmer is mak.ng tha
most of his Opportunities, and with
guaranteed wheat prices and higher
prices for everything he grows, the
outlook for him is most encouraging.

the

—

And Europe will furnish a market
indoubtless for all he can
grow,
cluding his fat hog3 at $50 and bla
ateers at $150 per.
It would be Interesting, if possible,
to assemble comparative statements
of the farmers' bank accounts now
and five years ago, and the 1st of
mortgages that have been cancelled.
And It would be more interesting perhaps to have a statement of the Liberty Bonds now in the hands of these
tillers of the soil.
the farmer will have
an opportunity to prove that he is
not without loyalty as well developed
as
any man’s. For another loan is
almost in sight, a loan that will draw
upon us all.
And very

soon

Because of his price guarantee of
$2.26 a bushel. Uncle Sam stands to
lose from 50 to 75 cents upon every
bushel of wheat harvested next season.
Having made this guarantee to
the farmer, he will make it good.
That is Uncle Sam's way.
But what is Mr. Farmer going to
do for Uncle Sam in the next Liberty
Loan?
every Liberty Loan to date the
farmer, as a class, has bought less
bonds than men in other prosperous
classes. He has been able mean
time to get more sugar, and coal, and
everything else upon which the government put a restriction, than others
have.
In

The big question now, when he
stands to cash in at a 25 per cent
premium upon his wheat crop, is what
Is he going to do next Liberty Loan
drive ?

shores, and to leave to us a heritage unsurpassed in the story of the world. We
can hope
for no
higher acclaim than
to be counted their
Our

city

nation

is a

worthy

sons.

microcosm

in

which the

reflected.

is

For
fltty
persistently

have

Atpericans

field, and our interests have not been dependent on peace conferences. The place
of America is to be determined by the
attitude of our citizens towards the new
problems of social and commercial life of
the world.

years
closed

Shall

continue

we

that the American

is

a

to

assume

clay, that all the rest of the world is
peopled with “wops” and “dagoes,”
of nations, yet until the days just past “chinks” and “greasers?” That attitude,
we refused to take our own place in that
whom
we
antagonizing peoples with
family. Even when our merchant fleet should be on most friendly terms, will go
was sailing the seven seas we maintained
far towards undoing whatever of good
an aloofness which, always resented by
may be accomplished by the President
other nations, built about us a wall of abroad, or what may be done by great
separation compared with which the American business concerns in their
Great Wall of China was but a feeble efforts to extend our foreign trade.
N«ver

superior. It

human

was

but

result of this attitude

that

the

should consider in his

own

land

past few* decades, American goods have
to the front in many lands.
American automobiles are gliding

forged

a

the roads of the
land.

climbing the

are

Peru.

every
rivers

locomotives

American

of China and

lIKimi,

scale the passes of the Andes and cross the
steppes of Siberia. American electric cars

put it, “Some
dom sight better.”
It was also

carry passengers through the streets of
Buenos Aires and of Cape Town. Ameri-

our

uui,

11

man

Irish citizeus

natural, if not inevitable, that he should

can

consider

an

of half the

highest

in other

lands he
vinced of
be

world,

fording the streams of
American bridges span the

and

hills

over

one

oiiuiucl,

times

the

American

of

as one

oppor-

an

unfavorable conditions of

under the

natural

a

favorable

so

tunity for a nation to build up a profitable
business of export and import. We have
something upon which to build, for even

horizon, the typical American was a man
who thought quickly and acted promptly.
A free man politically, he acknowledged
no

there

was

American

the

as

of the

peer

lands, though to other
Congave but little thought.
American political superiority,

neither asked for

to

which

we can

oil

India

in the arctic and the
ican

while in the field were commanded by
the Prussian king and his general staff.
After that war there was no difficulty
in making Prussian control permanent.
One after another the various states
resigned direction of their armies to
the thing of Prussia, and for all practical purposes the German army beAlmost immediately after
came one.
the elose of the Franco-German war a
movement was begun to extend the imperial army, and the Prussian military
system was introduced throughout tht

empire.

A few years ago 1 was
South. One night, at a

a

of

small Alabama

group of

h

seemed

to

travelling

in the

watches make

Australia

and

tropic

in

native

Alabamans,

who

peculiar northern
twang. Hardly
speak a sentence
but someone commented on my pronunciation of some word,
so different
from theirs. I noted the difference, too,
and preferred to ignore it, but at length
my
could I

Korea.

American

a

difference,

Of course I thought I knew tbe reason.
thought, with the innate complacency
of the New Englander, that they knew of
my auperior advantage of birth, and were
1

Bruges' Sacred Relic.
In Brut es, Belgium, is a remindei
of the n».st, the chapel of the Holy
Blood, built by Theodoric, a distin
guished crusader, who, on Ids rcturr
from the holy land, brought with him
so the 1 p*nd says, some drops ot tht
holy blood of the Savior, which hat
been preserved by Joseph of Arinin
Whether'the legend is true oi
then.
not, the Church of Saint Sang, with iu
dainty little oratory, bears testimony
to the belief of the people of thai
time.

sorry for themselves that
been born in Maine; but
tactful not to
there

were

me!

And I

old

colonel,

mention

some dozen
was

they
I

had

not

thought it

it-especially
of them to

one

really surprised -..hen

of the

most

as

of
an

unreconstructed

type, took his pipe from his mouth and
sa id:

“I

can

tell you, sab; I
The South,

difference.

by the

sons

can

sab,

explain the
was

settled

of England’s nobility, by

men

disregard our fellow man; whatever his
race or creed, wo can claim no
superiority
soul.

To the dictum of the great philosopher,
“Know thyself,” I would sdd, a^next in

past. We cannot go back to
isolation, but shall ever take a
greater part in the affairs of the world
with the

—

our

He Who Toll*.
man does not lose wot
for Its own sake. This Is a
truism,
and a truism rather mildly worded
muses an exchange.
And yet we a>
convinced that real laziness, real die
Inclination to bodily or mental effort
Is one of the rarest thing* la the
world. Cases of It are unquestionably
known to the medical profession and
to the poorhouse authorities, but whet
the cause Is not bookworm or anaemia,
it Is usually a too enthusiastic ther-

the lives and customs of every nation
not to be mocked at, but to be considered
as quite as rational as our own.
Let our

The-average

people look abroad, not with the purpose
depreciating all foreign ways, bat with
the hope of learning things for oar own
of

advancement.

The old “Maine law,”
law

of

nation,

the

become the

now

will

add

to

our

strength. Let America lead in virtue and
education, and we shall take audi bold a
place in tbe world that no power of arms
could gain. We shall have no fear of failure in tbe fulfillment
of God** destiny
for ua. Heaven has given ua tbe world
and the fulnesa thereof, not to master,
but to serve. “He that would be greatest
of all shall be your servant” la as true of
nations

as

of

mometer.

men.

May America,

in

this

only

traa

sense

be the

such

cUuimisnunuB

practically straight.

“Know thy fellow man.” Let
education be broadened to include

import,

this that the. nation must draw

as

\

its

strength.
MARIAVILLE.

People Constipated
and Don't Know It!
It seems odd, but it is true, that you may
be constipated and not know it.
You can see why it is. Take a glass and
If you keep on
pour in water until full.
pouring in water after the glass is full, it
will run over, but the glass stays full.
Just so with your bowels; they get fall of
waste matter, and then they pass off or expel from the body only about the same
amount that goes into it in the form of foodSo you may have a movement of the bowels
every day and yet there will remain waste
matter that ought to be removed
Give your bowels a gentle but thorough
cleaning out and you’ll feel great.
A tine prescription for this is
put up a d
sold under the name of Dr. True’s Elixir.
Doctors and druggists use it iu their own
families. Costs but little and brings health
to men,
women
and children. Sweet aud
pleasant tasting. Works gently. Children
like It. Remember the name.
Dr True’s
Elixir.

Avery Carr has gone to Bangor fco-work.
Mrs. George Dority, after many months'
illness, is out again.
Carrie Kincaid, who has spent tbe winter in Brewer, is at home for a few days.
Millard

iting

his

First New England White Child.
November 20 Is the annlversnry it
the birth of Peregrine White, the !m
English child bom In New England
He was bom aboard the Mayflower*
Plymouth harbor. After his father*
death his mother married Gov. Elward Winslow, the first marriage *
New England.

Jellison of Bar Harbor is visbrother-in-law, Emery Morrison.

Arthur

Moore,

w

ho

came

from

Water-

visit bis mother, brother and sis-

ville to

ter, has returned to his
ing a few days here.
There

w

ork, after spend-

party at the home of Ora K.
Tuesday evening. Old and

was a

Habits of Crayfish.
The crayfish may be deierihed a* t
fresh water lobster, end usually llvea
a purely aquatic life, keeping to the
river-bed. • Some of the crayfish found.
In Australia, however, have forsaken
the water and excavate burrows la
damp s<4k. The tunnel leudlug to the
heart off tile burrow Is free from water, but water Is always present In
the chambers at the end where the
crayfish lives. They do much damage
to artificial watercourses to t'.ie mining districts by riddling the bonki
and dams.

Frost and wife
young joined
good time was

April

in the games, and

a

jolly

enjoyed.

21.

8.

Seemed Incomplete.
A new bnhy had come to the horn,
j and the neighbored little ones were 1

lowed to come in to set* him. A link
T: e rain of Cornu amt liumona
quick')’ relieved by shaking into the shoes j one looked him over generally. tba
some
Alien's
Foot Ease,
the antiseptic ! moved down to the bottom of the
long
No more tired, aching,
powder. Try it
swollen, tender feet if you use this staudard ; dress and, quite puzzled, asked, “Ain't
remedy. Bold everywhere.
he dot his feet yetf”
is

1

.ItiOrnignn-nts

in

clarify the correspondence, and
cash
adding machines and

writers

American

registers simplify the labor of the world’s
accountants. American lard
and

pastry

American

shorten the lives of

j

the

half the families of

Sooth America and the
mu

shortens

patent medicines
indies.

loreign
in enterprise and

American

lacking
exports of which I

iraae

nag

oeen

sincerity. These

Candles in blue wrappers.
We have made little attempt to

Seldom have

capable representatives

must

that what

of

we

was

be

necessity

foreign products,

our

were

one

failed

miserably

When
American

—

we

than

cause

otherwise
in

our

we

England’!
should havt

and

endeavors.

President

Roosevelt sent
battleship fleet around

line,

with

always get

from

POLARINE

any

tb«
the

there were not enough America!
merchant ships to carry their coal and
supplies, and foreign ships were charterec
the
by the navy department. When
Lafollette act,
the Seamens bill, wsi
passed five years ago, the only America!
owned steamship
company engaged ii
traus-Pacific trade wTent out of business
one

the kind of power insurance and fuel
economy you

have resented

world

Oaiy

s

study demand
inclined to
good in our eyes

English ships to take our men to the
European battlefields, and to keep there
supplied while there. It was our good
that

loafing.

ihat

to

better

and

Climbing Easy

There’s no waste of power or fuel when piston
rings fit properly and the
oil keeps a gas-tight seal between them and the
cylinder walls. Your car
is spry and powerful.
^ ou get every usable ounce of
power out of your
fuel, whether bucking steep grades, speeding or

sent

any suggestions of modification.
And we, sons of the greatest of the

fortune

A Perfect Piston Seal Makes

We have been

and conditions.
assume

cultivate

of course, hut
have the same

pronunciation.”

duties to all mankind. We are stewards
of God’s bounty, though we may nbt be
God’s regents on
earth.
W-e
cannot

greatest of all! May the fair city
of Ellsworth learn from her past and look
to the future with renewed ambitions and
reinvigorated courage. It is from sources

national

tralniJ
^

type-

i world's mariners, have been satisfied to
allow other uations to carry our goods
to our foreign customers. We have althere ought not to be; we
lowed the American flag to become a
dictionary, the same grammar, the same
in foreign harbors; and when
poetry and the same thoughts. I don’t curiosity
: the crash came, we were dependent upon
know w’hy we should not have the same
is

commensurate

I

Amer-

famous

I said:

“There

be

fertility of our soil, the industry and the
intelligence of our people mark the
American republic as a leader among
nations. Our national
wealth imposes

or

)

Teach Feet to Point
Straight
The human foot la wonderful
in ih
formation; the 26 bones and
Intrtcat
arrangement of mnscles make It
ceptlble of a high degree of
as one observes lu
fancy skating
ballet dancing.
But It Is sadly
pored In its prn ticnl activity by u.
ing encased in leather and
itavtng a
support the weight of ns well
the
propel
body forward. To ^
come this ns far as possible
wesj^u
learn to walk with the feet
pb

withhold our
products from the
world. The extent of our country, the

to

of mind

1

to

right

no

f

China.

zones.

the dollar

country hotel in
town, I was the center ! foreign business.

enjoy

will

have

•

garments
lamps burn

and

have spoken are, alonly if we relegate to unimSome Liberty Loan officials are sug- portance all of our tropical and sub- most without exception, the products of
gesting that the farmer should buy tropical products. Tbe utterances of our our great commercial organizations—the
statesmen teemed with spread-eagleism; ‘•trusts” that, pilloried at home, have
a $100 bond for each 100 bushels of
wheat that he sells to the govern- the boastfulness of Americasu became a alone sustained American prestige abroad.
Our people might generally have had a
ment.
He has made the profit and world recognized trait.
This was the typical American attitude. large part in the business of the
should have no hesitancy in taking
world,
It induced a love of home aod a national but they have not cared to
a high grade security in payment for
get it. The
Its narrowest home market has usually been considered
the difference between what the gov- loyalty blind to all faults.
I
ernment gets and what he gets for his limits were reflected in provincial clamors | sufficient, and only our surplus or inferior
for state rights. Had the North ana South 1 goods have been sent abroad.
wheat.
known each other better, and been more
Our manufacturers have scorned foreigu
accustomed to giving heed to affairs be- | requirements and requests.
They have
yond their immediate borders, the great | declined to follow instructions of foreign
Civil war need
Prussian Military System
never
have occurred.
buyers.
Law books in buckram-sheep,
During the Franco-German war, 1870- They did not know each other.

71, the armies c'f the various German
states, though they were not Prussian,

future

profitable

as

We

four old

ships,

con-

Polarine

perfectly

engine.

Keeps bearings

the requirements of
every type of automobile
and engaging parts cool, friction-free and running
quietly the year round. Assures freedom from rapid carbon accumulations.
Keeps overhauling and repair bills small.

Polarine Gear Oil
cated and operating

^*P*P*U

(f

the

American

in

the

to ourselves.

as

chronic d

phonographs cheer the nights

American

regarded suggestions from men of other nationality.
Our nation has lived through a period
of youthful braggadocio upon which we
now
look
with a
feeling of mingled
amusement and regret. Our great men
shared this sentiment with all their fellows. Emerson quotes Thoreau as saying
“Massachusetts, alone, in its flora, embraces most of the important plants of
subscribe

world.

American

nor

America”—a statement

sewing

machines stitch

that

part which must be

a

others

finer

creature of

their eyes to the outside world. America
led in forcing Japan to join the family

barrier.
Placed in a land of plenty, national and
individual wealth
came
to Americans
with but a moiety of the effort required
of other peoples.
Invigorated toy the
healthful climate, encouraged to great
achievement by the limitless extent of his

Those people who suffer with the distressing symptoms
attending
will be interested to read the following voluntary testimonial:
“I have kept the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine in the house
for over twenty years and have received great benefit from it.
It does seem as though I could not keep house without it.
In the past I have had a very bad stomach trouble, and could
hardly do my work. After taking a few bottles of the true ‘L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine, I became much better. My niece has
also been greatly benefited by tt. We both are
willing to
recommend the medicine to all who need a remedy for
dyspepsia and constipation."
Mrs. C. S. Dunning,
R. F. D. No. 2,
North Ilarpswell, Me.
Get a bottle today, or writ* Cor a free sample. “L* F." Medicine Co
Me.
Portland,

be

WILL AID LOAN

acreage

Oh, stomach

connected, is a so-called
4
Handicap division,” which has for its
special task the placingof men and women
over fifty years of age.
Last week’s report
was laid on
my desk yesterday. It showed,
honor

peculiarities
He justified this unusual procedure by
only
louger
saying that this launching, the first that frailties that tend to separation.
so long af
for the state of Massachusetts, some 700
no
be
can
strength
There
had taken place in Ellsworth for many
division. “A house divided applicants over fifty placed in industry.
years, would probably be tbe last launch- there is
Monaca, Pa.—“My little boy, who ing of a vessel of any consider ble size against itself cannot stand,” and a The average age was 64; the oldest one
divided people cannot command respect
placed was 71.
is the youngest of three, was weak | from any Ellsworth shipyard.
We find, though this has been connervous and tired all the time, so h«
1 believe that his prophecy has held
Only when, after the peace at Ap|
was most unfit at school, and nothI true until this day. Yet a few years be- pomattox, it bad been determined that sidered the “young man’s age,” that
ing seemed to help him. I learned i fore that time it was the proud boast of America was a nation and no mere con- these mature workers, with their wealth
cf Vinol and gave it to him. It has I
geries of independent states—only when of experience and their desire to “make
our modest little city that no other port
restored his health and strength and
of the United States figured more promi- national unity had been proclaimed to good,” are usually most satisfactory emi
he nas gained in weight.”—Mrs.
i nently in the list of shipping annually the world and become a reality to our own ployees. We regard our Handicap diFrederick Sommers, Monaca, Pa.
hearts and minds, was this country in a
vision as an essential part of our organizaVinol is a constitutional cod liver ! published by the government. It was
and iron remedv for delicate, weak true that the name “Ellsworth” as the position to take a nation’s part in world tion, useful alike to employer and emIt
the
minor shock ol
required
ployee.
r'.li-g children. Formula on every home port appeared on the stern of hun- affairs.
so you ki.^w what you are givPerhaps we need a national manicifMil
dreds of small schooners, and on no in- the war with Spain to make us realize our
cvi.-..-, i,„,
considerable number of
square-rigged position as a world power, it has taken handicap organization to deal with cities
CHAS. E. ALEXANDER, Druggist,
craft, which bore the American flag over the mighty force of the world war tc over fifty years of age. Their experience
it could be
all the ocean highways of the world’s bring such a realization home to all our should not be overlooked;
and Druggists Everywhere.
commerce.
people as well as to other peoples of the made a national asset. We are too prone
world. America is taking her rightful to look ahead and to forget the past, from
I
I do not know how many ships, great
a place to be
which alone we can learn.
and small, may hail from Ellsworth toplace in the world to-day
Has the country learned the lesson?
braggadocio and
day. 1 suspect they could almost be maintained not by
by international help- Only time can tell. Our distinguished
counted on one man’s fingers, for in this, chauvinism, but
fulness and universal service.
fellow citizen, the
late
as in other respects, Ellsworth has folEugene Hale,
The President, disregarding all weight fought through his long career in Washlowed the trend of all the nation.
Our attention has been turned from of precedent, is in Europe taking an ac- ington to secure legislation favorable to
foreign fields, our energies have been di- tive part in the peace conference. The American shipping. That fight is now
rected to home industry and internal de- powerful aid furnished by Ibis country more important than before, for to take
Rural Business Men Are Well velopment. The young men whose fathers gives him a prominent place in the pro- and bold our rightful place in the world
Able to Take Up Their Share manned the brave fleet of Maine-built ceedings, yet there are rumors, apparently we must have ships. We must tram a
Mr. Wilson’s new generation of seafaring men to take
bancs and schooners have sought their well authenticated, that
in the “Victorious Fifth.”
fortunes in the great West, in mines and chief reason for going to France, to Italy up the great work laid down when our
forests and fields and factories; they have and to England was to carry to those fathers passed on. Wise legislation may
the
More than ever before the Ameri- helped to develop the nation, but they countries an apology which may not at greatly help
development, while
have not carried its fame abroad. They this time be written, an expression of re- unwise restrictions, such as even now
can farmer finds himself in the position of comfort and prosperity which have lost the ancestral taste for salt water, gret that must not now be published, for prevail, may hold ua back until it is too
Lean years are for but they have never ceased to revere the the many failures and the serious mis- late to secure the place that ia rightly
is his Just due.
noble fathers whose exploits are a glorious takes made by the nation’s leaders this ours.
him no longer.
For what great purpose has our land
memory, whose honor is an everlasting past quadrennium. Whether this be more
farm
of
the
average
Last year
than gossip, 1 cannot say. It may, indeed,
been planted in ita marvelously secure
were men, those fathers
earnings broke all records. Six mil- inspiration. They
of ours, men to whom God had given be only a new form of German propa- location? Why has it been granted a
lion farms In 1918 produced cropa
wisdom and courage and strength, sufprosperity beyond ail other lands?
worth $12,280,000,000. This year it
Bat the place of America in the world We may not know the ultimate destmy
ficient to enable them to conquer sea and
is estimated that a greater wheat
wind, to bring prosperity from far-off has never been primarily on the battle- of America, but it seems fair to assume
than ever will be shown.

And He Got Well and Strong,
That’s True

and

the

see

aitofrtiecnunts.

in

stripes

trans-Atlantic commerce.
Ellsworth's cessstion of ship-building
reflected the common condition of the
country, xt seems unfortunate, however,
that the revival of the great industry has
not reawakened our long slumbering
shipyards. Why does not Ellsworth
once
again figure prominently in our
national shipping list?
One of the features of the U. S. employ-

meets

keeps

transmission and differential gears
with a minimum of wear.

quietly

Sold under the red, white and blue
every where.

STANDARD OIL

So-CO-ny Sign

COMPANY

and bv

OF

properly lubri-

garages and

NEW

dealers

YORK

Intosh, Laredo, Texas, writes of delightMrs. Blance and children
weather.
accompanied Major Blance on a tour of
inspection to an ontpost at Dolores Mine,
and she said: “It wan like riding through
a garden with beautiful wild flowers on
both sides of the road. They are wonder-

atibn-tiacmnit*,

when neuralgia

attacks nerves

ful,

tittle,

>

ride,

pain

heavy

but the

killing

the

was

ol

John Farnsworth has

sore

RVp a

on

Samuel Thomas and family, who have
the winter in Boston, have returned
home.
Miss Marion Simpson of Rocklapd is
spending a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. E. B. Simpson.

the M. C.

FLAG-RAISING.

Henry Hutchings
week-end.

for the

use.

The school, which has recently purchased a flag and had a new’ flag pole set,

from Brewer

here

was

had a flag-raising Friday, April 18.
The
flag was raised at 2 p. ro. by Haskell Herrick, a veteran of the Civil war, after
which there was a reading, “Keep Our
Banner Spotless,” lay Mrs. E. B. Simpson,
and the following program by the chil-

H. Q.

Worcester is visiting his son
Harry in Old Town.
John Coombs, cook at the Ober lumber
mill at Sorrento, is at home, ill.
John Dyerand Frank Bragdon of Washington Juncton were here Sunday.

t

NTY~N EWS

pOU

1

Chau neey O. Hardison and

WEST SL’KRY.

I Alvin Grindle went to Rangor lastweek.
■

Mr9, Cora

Hong time, is
K

a

better.

frank Wiilins and three children,
here.
Buck sport, are viBiting

-y|rH

|||1
j|

been ill

who lias

Grindle,

I

^

OF BARCELONA.
q-XIX SURVIVOR
West Surry, who
o.mue) Kitfleid ot

re-

eighty-seventh birt hR,nUv celebrated bisliveliest
ot the large parol the
Kv
who assembled
was one

m; p, lt,euds and neighbors

H

were prettily
him tonor. The rooms
there was a pleaaing program
and
vocal and instrumental music,
He received
were served.
presents,and a shower ot post cards.
Kitfleid was the second son of Aaron
KhodaOber Kitfleid, and was born in

operation for appendicitis
hospital at Brewer.
April 21,

have

Bunker’s

are

H. Hammond and children,
been visiting Mrs. Hammond’s
mother, Mrs. F. L. Orcutt, have returned
home.
Phcebk.
Apr. 14.
Mrs.

W.

as

Martin, jr., who has been quite ill
grip is able to sit up.
Mr. Kitfleld followed the sea for thirty
In spite of the bad weather the ice-cream
ears.
During the Civil war he enlisted sale at the chapel was well patronized,
itbe navy August 18, 1864, receiving his
|9.35 being realized.
He married
bcharge April 7, 1866.
Mrs. W. M. Pettee has received word
bpbia Milliken, who was drowned when that her
nephew, Private Fay Sargent, has
ke schooner Barcelona was capsized in
arrived at Boston from overseas.
River bay.
Mr. Kitfleld, who was
pion
W. M. Pettee, who has had employment
kite of the schooner, tells the story of
at Sandy Point, is at home, work on thi
leaad accident as follows:
for a time.
rOn the morning of June 28, 1862, the ships being suspended
PH(EBE.
■ooner Barcelona left hurry for Boston,
April 21.
pas a merrier party than usual, for on
EGYPT.
lard were Capt. Holt’s wife and infant
Mrs. Mary West has returned from
ftagbter, my w ife, and Frank DeLsittre
labia wife. The women were going up Ellsworth.
I Bouton to attend a Fourth of July celeMrs. Blanche Jordan
has
returned
l> ion. We had gone but a short dis- from Brewer.
In.-'.whens sudden squall struck the
Mrs. Leonard Clarke, w’ho has been ic
aud she was capsized. The
some time, is improving.
I ieo *ere below. The lumber on the poor health
Mrs. Jerusha Tripp of Sullivan is visitfcrbmrd quarter relied over the ganging her cousin, Mrs. C. J. Smith, who ii
P>> '“"i it denied *hat nothing could be
to
|>!>e
I“\lr. D.

tht

mvb

Win.

of

of those below.

nvee

O. Clarke called

A.

having

acting

is

as

pwsuui*the **a*» taken out through the
■indow. Mrs. Kitfleld, Mrs. Holt and
P baby could not be reached, and were
ned in the cabin.’*
P*r-■ Kitfleld was thrown overboarc

Buzzell of Cherryfield is working
at the saw mill here operated by Smitl
A Linscott. He is boarding with Harvarc
Hodgkins.

his

p*eii

achooner capsized, but savec
by clinging to some floatiug timm until he was
picked up. He is now th<
By survivor of those wrho were aboarc

Rebekahs.

^^3

W

Mr.

Kitfleld

married

who died
1899.
Jnsendi
•bil active, in spite of his

Kitfielc

Mr.

in

Am

years, thougl
■ eyesight is
greatly impaired, depriving
ube ^lba8uro he always took ii
■ .5*
dai^ paper. His only relativei
Mrs. Charles Green of Bai
lhiaugbter’
a
■J°r’ .8laier’ Mrs. Frances Blaisdell o!

Kiin*

tbree

K v,i*Sd

Kth0

nephews, Eugene

Blais-

Williar» Blaisdell of fillsand Maynard Blaisdell
of BluehilL

P

hakbok.
®hry
arl
mess.
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and
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is

viay

lsm8

Uouldsboro is a guesi
while here oo fowl

wife,

months.
and

have beet
returned bomi

*lnter,

arrive<1 from Waterville
“John’a inn” ready t<
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N Holden
r'

K,ogsleyof

manager for K. T. Kussel

tUrvard Colwell

last of the week
for
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a
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■i*

beer

has

in
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are
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visit.

I^easy, who
fine “extended
visit
New
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York
hom<
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1 that
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to the task.

Noonan
father
|Lp,ickFe°ri“g,
teSt have
arrived from Medway
»nd

her

w.

have
f Noon*8 ‘hey
Wh0

8pent the "inter
a victi“ OI inIast "“ter, hai
lta re8ultB
““fflcientij
was

ann

hcoveLPrU“0nia
table ,r'a'0“
to

lr of

Harbor for the

were

Dolliver

and

is

at

Egg

Rocli

week-end

':'larke
8

Piance,

eommandinj

post hospital at

prison camps,

until released

December.
RECEPTION TO SOLDIERS.

The reception and ball given by the
Army and Navy club to the returned
soldiers Thursday evening, drew a large
and enthusiastic attendance. The hall
beautifully decorated with bunting
and flags. Program for the reception was
was

Northeas

Gott’i

guests of

Amos

follows:

march of soldiers
I Entrance
Address of welcome.Harry Hinckley
Solo. .E L Linscott

|

wife of

and

enlisted early in June, 1917
sent to France in August, where

in German

week-end.

clarence Harding
Island

was

service of nineteer

overseas

He

his corps was brigaded with the French
army for nine months. He was captured
by the Germans at Gury during the greal
drive of June, 1918, and spent six months

Civilian in Warfare.AC Hinckley
“Star-Spangled Banner”.Orchestra
Address.Rev R M Trafton

“America”.Audience
The grand march was led by Willis
Snowman and Ethel Hinckley, followed

wife.

Higgins’

by about 100 couples.

A. L. Rarasdell and wife are at Grant
Manan, called there by the illness of Mrs
Ramsdell’s mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Newman are ref
ceiving congratulations on the birth of
Irene Lillian
daughter, born April 7

of

pieces

seven

furnished

orchestra

music.

The

committee in charge was A. M. Moor, C.
C. Phillips and W. B. Harriman.
OBITUARY.

April

last
The death
Saturday of Mrs.
Margaret H. Childs in the (J. S. hospital
at Fort Bayard, New Mexico, was a great

21.__

shock to her

who

U- 8. N„ anc
Bar Harbor
Pi‘y visited relatives here.
S L-

L.,

La

Ward

Agnes

of

o

—

bherR,8P? *ine8leyL,

Miss

here

after

day,

atmrrttoraan*.
801

i

!

family
Sunday.

P. Kent and

Baptist chapel

at the

in France and Germany
Willis Snowman arrived home Thurs

bis

S.

21.

were

speak
experiences
will

man

as

W.

sermon

father

SEAWALL.
light

M. Trafton will deliver the
to the Odd Fellows and
In the evening Willis Snow

when Rev. R.
annual

■hsclf

Bkbooner.

Bapchurch, Sunday morning, April 27,

tist

Alton

April

Misses Greene and

by

duet

There will be union services at the

E. E. Scammon.

t^

a

mai

driver

illness of

and

Harrison.

anc

P*«r*rd to the <mbin window,
lie called
B bin wife, w|»j» answered, and with hit

during the

an

Greene,

last

Scammon

Donald of

son

Sunday school of the Baptist church
interesting Easter program, with
singing by the choir and school, recitations and exercises by the children, solos
by M>\ Trafton, Mr. Linscott and Bertha

Connecticut.
Burton

E. H. Dodge and

The

gave

here,

relatives

on

Massachusetts

returned from

sold bis farm at

Dodge.

ill.

Laiure nrirle a bowline in the
pdof k ropi, and, assisted by the men
If the schooner Abigail Haines who had
Poeto tbe ashisiaoce of the vessel, was

hall,

Lowell, Mass., MisB Maud and Mrs. Cora
Dodge of Worcester, Mass., and George
Dodge of Ellsworth, were in town Saturday to attend the funeral of Ernest R.

_

bought

Kane's

Beach hill to Chester Webber.
Mrs.

Fort Me

friends

many

in

Bluehill,

was
about
Childs
twenty-eight
years of age, the daughter of the late
E. F. Hinckley and wife of this town,
and the wife of Lieut. John S. Childs,
who is with the American army of oc-

Mrs.

Modern Strategy
AD life-time is

a

school ol

strategy—a game of war upon
germs and tendencies which,
unless thwarted, weaken the
system and invite disease.
Modern health-strategy
dictates the use of

SCOTTS
EMULSION
as a

reliable

means

cupation

was
a
graduate from
academy, the normal school at
Farmington and Bliss business college

Mrs.

Bowls, Bloomfield, N. J,

In

the

summer

of 1916.

successfully played the title-role of e
moving-picture drama entitled, “Th<
Heroine of Augusta.” When her husband
enlisted in the Milliken regiment, she
accompanied him to the training camj:
in South Carolina, and remained there
she

|

until he
Mrs.

ordered
Childs was
was

overseas.

attractive

and

ac-

a
popular favorite
She leaves one sister
Flora, recently returned from Red Crose
brother
service in France, and one
Augustus, of Honolulu, Hawaii.
S.
April 21.

complished,

and

wherever known.

_

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

its jrich tonic and strengthsupporting properties are known,
with satisfaction, to millions.

*

Childs

Lewiston.

at
1

ing the enemies of strength.
Scott’s is Nature’s ally and

Scott

Treves, Germany.

Stevens

of thwart-

Build up your strength with
the nourishing qualities of
1
Scott’s Emulsion.

at

Whereas,

The Divine

finite wisdom has
midst
1

|

our

seen

SOUND.

Master

fit to

in His in

remove

from

oui

respected brother, Alonzo J. Long

therefore be it

Resolved, That in the death of Brothei
Long, Mountain Rebekah lodge loses an es>

of

the
short

on a

U. S. S. New

furlough.

little son Daniel
visiting her parents, Jones Tracy and

Mrs. Ernest Hall and
are

has

O.

Mexico is at home

bought

has

who worked

entertainment, to

up the

Shirley Higgins

terir it down.

Charles Grindle

who have

was

Leach

Bickford,

secure

BLUE HILL.

Irving

Mrs.

hard in

is

and will

teacher,
getting
the flag.
19.
April

to the

NEWS

COUNTY

of the M. C. K. R. boats.

on one

A little talk on the Civil war was given
by Haskell Herrick, and remarks by other
visitors. The exercises were closed by
singing “America.” Great credit is due

•^.irnitcd, OGDENN. Y«

employed at C. G.
Arthur Johnson h»a employment

Small’s.

is father

I

Franklin,

at

house.

Edgar Lindsey

was

With his llrst money he
a barrel of flour.

employed

Emery Albee has moved his family from
West Gouldsboro, into part of Mrs. Nellie

age

Hwiget.

been

It

60c. abox, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

home.

^Kvovvars
|H first a! the
of fourteen years
trip
^Bn
K the BChooner Evaro, built in Surry.
Haskell of South Surry
captain,
^Bobn
Kd Albert Treworgy, Jr., of South
cod
The cargo
Rvrrv and mate.
month
he received ft
^krood,

em-

Misses Ora and Evelyn Leighton, who

^Eotners,
'^B,

a

Most gratifying was the result.

Echo.

is

My Bit. .Bert Friend
Red, White and Blue.Annie Raynor
How to Help.Everett Gray
Our Bit...Doris Friend
Just Wishing.Lewis Bickford
Song, “The Brave and the True,” Mrs Gray
A Daughter of America.Marion Day
The Flag Goes By.Ronald Gray
What the Little Girls Say,
Gertrude Orcutt and Dorothy Friend
The Flag.Ralph Friend
Little Citizens, ..Frank Sylvester
Our Flag is there,.Emily Bowden
The Flag’s Song,
Frances Johnson, Marion Day and
Everett Gray.

relieved my liver and stomach trouble,
cleaned up my yellowish complexion,
and put new blood in my body.
While I am no backslider from
‘New Thought’, I feel there may be
times when a help to nature may be
necessary ; and if so, I believe that
‘Fruit-a-tives’ is the highest result of
New Thought in medicine”.
A. A. YOUNG, Schenectady, N. Y.

T. E. Hammond's blacksmith

in

am

a natural medicine, ‘Fruit-atives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets.

A8HV1LLE.

ployed
shop.

I

and took

Russell’s

at

Havey of East Sullivan

Andrew

was

was

of

E. S. Orcutt was called to Brewer Thursday by the illness of his son-in-law, Frank
Urindle, who underwent a successful

eight years old
parents moved to Surry. He bait two
William and Benjamin, and a
He lived in Surry until ltXM, w hen
..
moved l" Orlatid, living there until
agin when he returned to Surry.
[nearly life be folio ved the sea, making
When tie

son

....

not in tbe habit of praising
any material medicine as I am an
advocate of New Thought, but some
time ago, I had such a bad attack of
Liver and Stomach Trouble that I
gave up thinking I did not have it,

A. O. Clark has returned from a visit
among relatives at Hartford, Conn. He
reports the weather in that vicinity in
great contrast to that of the past two
weeks here.

Kecorated,

^Ereshments

“

Address of welcome, .Frank Sylvester
The Flag we’ll Raise.
.Stanley Gray
A Flag for the Sclioolhouse... .Ruth Simpson
Little Patriots.First Grade Boys
What the Boys S&y,
Charles 'and
Kenneth Eaton and
Frank Day

YOUNG

MR. A. A.

Bangor were week-end guests at the home of
Mr. Hardison’s parents, E. O. Hardison
and wife.

d0

Kany
H.Mr.
Hud
^Edgwiek.

dren:

A valuable cow which Charles Coombs
has been wintering for Carroll Dunn died
recently of lockjaw.

ct«. 80 ft*, ti-20.

30

I Was

the winters of 1897
and 1898, I was so badly afflicted
with catarrh of the head and
thought I must surely die from
it.
After trying many doctor*
and all other recommended remedies made known to me, I was
induced to use Peruna.
I wa*
cnred entirely by using twelve
bottles of Peruna and one bottle
of Manalin.
Since that time, I have never
been without Peruna.
I use it
for colds and a* a general tonic
daring Spring and Pall month*
and find it the greatest human
vitalizer.”
Sold Everywhere

spent

R. R.

big bottle always on hand
Druggists everywhere.

family

job

a

PERUNA

Greatest Human Vitalizer

L. H. Sibley has gone to Boston.
Mrs. Allen Henderson is very ill.

WEST FRANLKIN.

strains, bruises,
lit l-io* external pains,muscles,
■“‘Srjtiff joints, rheumatic lumbatwinges
R MttritiSfsciatica,

Bottles of

tsmmmmmmammmamammmmmmmmmmm i

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

Believe* “FRUIT-A-TIVES” Highest
Result of “New Thought” In Medicine.

rattlesnake

a

Sbbnfsnueius.

teemed member, and his wife and children a
devoted husband and father.
Resolved, That as a token of respect in remembrance of our brother, our charter be
draped for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, one placed on our
records: also one sent to The Ellsworth
American for publication.

./'"During

nerves.

S9 very effective io
■ qoan'i Liniment

r

fragrance,

no

four feet long with
nine rattles. The
chauffeur skinned it, and we are drying
it, to send to Maine for you all to see.”
C.
April 17.

applied without rubbing, wilt
immediately and rest and

the

but have

ATEACHES OF
“HEW THOOGHT”

odor of the orange trees more than compensates, and are beautiful to look at with
ripe and green fruit and blossoms all on
the same tree. Another incident of the

scatters
Sloan’s Liniment
the congestion and

relieves

I

au'intieeintras,

ful

wife.

Caleb Tracy and family who have spent
the winter in Dennysville, have returned
home.

Pomroy of Mt. Desert Ferry
week-end guest of Miss Vivienne

William
was

the

Entirely
Cured

Mr. Wm. A. Hartmann, 217% S.
Second St., Muskogee, Oklahoma,
thus describes his case. Read his
letter.

Idqufd

matters

having

or

f

Tablet Form

Endurance Statemmts.

Ecgnl Notices*.
roall persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
it a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the eighth
day of April, in <be year of our Lord
one thousand
nine ntradred and nineteen,
and by adjournment from the first day of
said April, a. a. 1919 term of said court.

following
sented for the action
11HE
ifter indicated, it is

'

been

ROYAL EXCHANGE

ASSURANCE.

LONDON, ENG.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

pre-

thereupon hereinhereby ordered: That
lotlce thereof be given to all persons interred. by causing a copy of this order to be
lublished three weeks successively in the
Sllswoith American, a newspaper published
it Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
ippear at a probate court to be held at Ellsvorth, on the sixth day of May, a. d.

1,065 06

Collateral loans,
Hocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
\gents’ balances,
interest and rents,
ill other assets,

$

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$4,496,655 96

3,609,514
191,310
529,644
48,985
121,136

44
67
40
14
30

841,720 37

Admitted assets,
$3,654,935 58
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
*et unpaid losses,
$ 565,485 02
Unearned premiums,
2,140,325 10
ill other liabilii ies,
108,347 48
200,000 00
Deposit capital,
650,777 98
Surplus over all liabilities,

919, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
heard thereon if they see cause.
John L. DeMeyer, late of Eastbrook, in said
:ounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
laid deceased, together with petition for prosate thereof, presented by John E. DeMeyer,
he executor therein named.
Herbert Redman, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition that Mary E.
jounty, deceased.
Redman or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
Jeceased without giving bond, presented by
Mary E. Redman, the widow of said deceased,
Ellis E. Freethey, late of Brooklin, in said
lounty, deceased. Final account of Clarie L.
Freethey, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Charles C. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
First account of Sarah
county, deceased.
Burrill Tatley. administratrix d.b.n.c.t.a.
filed for settlement.
Frances D. Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in said
First account or Sarah
county, deceased.
Burrill Tatley. administratrix d. b. n c. t. a.
tiled for settlement.
Grace E. Mitchell, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Jesse K. Mitchell, executor, filed for settle>e

rotal liabilities and
M. E. HOLMES,

$3,654,935
surplus,
Agent, Ellsworth, Me.

58

FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO CALIF.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Real estate.
$ 421.500 00
1,991,250 00
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
190.675 00
Stocks and bonds,
9,290.635 96
Cash in office and bank,
2,354.190 14
Agents’ balances,
3,020,319 20
Bills receivable,
182,204 36
Interest and rents,
137,588 16
All other assets,,
351.459 76
Admitted assets,
$17,939.822
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses,
$2,849,039
Unearned premiums,
8,575,419
All other liabilities,
998,254
Cash capita],
1,500,000
4,017,108
Surplusover all liabilities,

58
90
84
79
00

05

ment.

Robert

county,
Conary,

Total liabilities and
M. E. HOLMES,

P. Dorr, late of Orland, in said
deceased. First account of W. C.
administrator d. b. n., filed for settle-

mentDelia H Allen, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Henry W.
Sargent or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Jasper P. Allen and
Belle M. Allen, children of said deceased.
Barney B. Havey, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Andrew P.
Havey or some other suitable person be appointed administ rator of the estate of said
deceased, without giving bond, presented by
Harvard H. Havey, sou of said deceased.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
said
Court at
Ellsworth, this
eighth
day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
Roy C. Haines, Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Roy C. Hainbs, Register.

INSURANCE

$17,939,822 58
surplus,
Agent, Ellsworth. Me.

COMPANY
AMERICA.

OF

NORTH

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1918.

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Real

$

272,431
121.324
25,469,682
2,395.335
3,355.034
44.570
588.622

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Ail other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

01
25
66

33
06

11
82

$32,247,000 24
1,383,731 66

Admitted assets,
$30,863,268 58
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
Havey.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 4,591,068 33
There was a box supper at the school11.488,922 60
| Unearned premiums,
house Saturday night, for the benefit of
All
other
liabilities,
1,781,550 29
MAINE.
STATE OE
4,000.000 00
Cash capital,
the cemetery.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at Surplus over all liabilities,
9,001,727 36
H.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
April 21.
on
the first day of April, in the year
Total liabilities and surplus,
$30,863,268 58
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
WALTHAM.
M. E. HOLMES, Agent, Ellsworth, Me.
nineteen.
be
to
CERTAIN
instrument
purporting
BOYD BARTLETT, Agent, Castine, Me.
Benjamin S. Willey has bought the
a copy of the last will and testament
C.C. BURRILL & SON, Agents, Ellsworth, Me.
residence and farm of W. A. Googins, of
ALICE LEMLEY, late of FAR HILLS, in the
and will take possession May 1.
couuty of SOMERSE T, and state of NEW |
MERRIMACK MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Strout recently visited his
Marcus
JERSEY,
ANDOVER, MASS.
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
father at Bradford.
state of New Jersey, duly authenticated, hav- I
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.
Wendell Pettengill who has been in ing been presented to the judge of probate
$
2.769 52
Real estate
said county of Hancock for the pur- :
99,969 28
Old Orchard the past winter, was here for our
Mortgage loans,
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in j Collateral loans,
6,675 00
the probate court of our said county of Han- | Stocks and bonds,
recently.
182,577 24
cock, and for letters testamentary to be issued Cash in office and Lank
41
28,870
E.
W.
Erland
Haslam,
Ormond|Haslam,
to Lillie A. McKeand. without giving bond,
25,584 31
Agents’balances,
Jordan and Oliver Davis she being executrix named in said will.
3,479 86
Interest and rents,
832 00
Ordered, That notj.ce thereof be given to All other assets, war sav. stamps,
on the drive for Anton Jordan.
have
all persons interested therein, by publishing
$350,757 65
Gross assets,
Butler Grant and wife, who have been a copy of this order three weeks successively
9,644 59
in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper Deduct items not admitted,
at their sap orchard for the season have printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the sixth day of May, a.
Admitted assets,
$341,113 06
returned to their home in Eden.
d. 1919, that they may appear at a probate
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918.
&•
April 14.
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
$ 8,117 31
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the Net unpaid losses,
239,377 99
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, Unearned premiums,
GREAT POND.
other
liabilities,
All
the
same.
against
87,026 24
over
all
liabilities,
It is driving time and the men are get- BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate. Surplus
A true copy.
06
$841,113
and
Granville
river.
liabilities
for
the
Total
surplus,
Archer,
ting ready
Attest—Roy C. Hainbs, Register.
M. E. HOLMES, Agent, Ellsworth, Me.
Fred Williams and Maynard Linton have
---

A

j

Jordan;^Roland
go&e

Jj’&f* £2

Cherry field

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held
Ellsworth, in and for said county of
in
of April,
Hancock, on the first day
Pond
the year of our Lord one thousand nine
caneo, last week.
hundred and nineteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Russell Mace was here recently buying
a copy of the last
will and testament
stock. E. R. Williams has sold his.
and codicil of
E.
FANNIE I. HELMUTH, late of NEW YORK,
April 14.
in the county of NEW YORK, and state
of NEW YORK,
NORTH LAMOINE.
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
Mrs. Althea Marshall, who has beer state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate
visiting at I. N. Salisbury’s, has returnee for
our said county of Hancock for the purto Bar Harbor.
pose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of HanThere were services at North Lamoinc cock, and for letters testamentary to issue to
William Tod Helmuth and Fannie I. Edgerschoolhouse Sunday afternoon, conducted
ton, without giving bond, they being execuby John Bragdon. A good congregation tors named in said will.
A Sunday school will be
was present.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
organized next Sunday after the service,
of this order three weeks successively j
copy
Y.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
April 21.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county Of Han- !
sixth day of May, a.
cock, prior to the
LAMOINE.
d. 1919, that they may appear at a probate j
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and ;
George King, lineman, ie at home dur- for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
[ the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they
ing the strike.
have, against the same.
Mrs. John E. Hamm is at home, after BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
I
A true copy.
an absence of five weeks.
Attest—Roy C. Hai nks. Register.
We are glad to report Mrs. Mary H
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Coolidge as greatly improved.
"VI THE REAS Evans Young of Sullivan,
K.
fV county of Hancock, State.of Maine, by
April 21.
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-sixth
day of July, a. d. 1918, and recorded in the
Scratch!
Scratch!
Itch!
Itch!
Itch!
of deeds for the county of Hancock,
registry
Scatch! The more you scratch, the worse the
in book 543. page 342, conveyed to Andrew
Doran of said Sullivan, the house and stable
itch. Try Doan’s Ointment. For eczema
at West Sullivan formerly occupied by Simon
any skin itching. BOc a box.—Adrt.
Ash, and known as the Simon Ash homestead,
which buildings are situated on land of F. E.
Pettengill; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been and still remains broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said

gone
A

on

new

camp
dam last

waters.

built for driving at Great
year was burned, with a

at

A

j

_

—

abbmiscjntntg.

Sure Relief For
All Rheumatics

So Crippled You Can’t Use Arms or
Legs, Kheuma Will Help You.
If you want relief in two days, swift,
certain,gratifying relief, take a small dose
If

of Kheuma
day.
If vou want to dissolve every particle ol
uric acid poison in your body and drive il
out through the uatural channels so tha!
e
you will be free from rheumatism, get
bottle of Rbeuma from C. E. Alexander oi
It must give the
any druggist at once.
joyful relief expected or money refunded
powerful disease
Rheumatism is a
strongly entrenched in joints and muscles
In order to conquer it a powerful enemj
must be Bent against it. Rheuma is the
rheumatism—an enemy that
enemy of
exmquers it in nearly every instance.
Judge John Barhorst, of Ft. Loramie
Ohio, knows it. He was walking witt
crutches, to-day he is well. It should de
as much for you; it seldom fails.
once a

mortgage.
Andrew Doran.

By W. B. Blaisdell,
his attorney.
Dated at Sullivan this first day of April, 1919.
OLD COLONY INSURANCE CO.
87 KILBY 8TREKT, BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,

Cash in office and bank,

Agents’balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

16,000 00
2,117,689 95
366,.’25 74
196,337 00
856 62
18,040 96
3,774 20

$2,719,023 47
80,621 33

Admitted assets,
2,638,402 la
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1918.
Net unpaid losses,
$341,659 78
Unearned premiums,
933,777 50
All other liabilities,
29,041 14
Cash capital,
600,000 00
783,923 77
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities a^d
E. J.

surplus,
$2,688,402 14
WALSH, Agent, Ellsworth.

GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO.
PORTSMOUTH,N. H.
ASSETS DEC,

31, 1918.
18,274 03
53,800 00
1,272,993 75.
165.289 58
176,507 85
21,440 21
19,634 74

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted

$1,727,940 16

Admitted assets

$1,648,334 17

79.605 99

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities

E. L. WARREN,

94
00
27

$1,648,334 17

Total liabilities and surplus
M. E. HOLMES.

39

Me.
Ageni, BUswrorth,
MeAgent, Bac-‘uort-

BQYD BARTLETT, Agent. Oastine,
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
QUINCY, MA8S.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1918.
68,809 88
32,000 00
889,050 1 0
21,887 94
18,402 19
10,227 38

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

$

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$1,020,177 39
96 87

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
8urp!usover all liabilities,

$1,020,080 52
31,1918.
$

1,723 69
362,492 00
4,928 51
670,936 32

$1,020,080 52
surplus,
HOLMES, Agent. Ellsworth, Me.
FRED C. LYNAM &CO., Agents. Bar Harbor

Total liabilities and
M. E.

ATLAS ASSURANCE CO.
OP LONDON, ENG.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918.

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

surplus,

$50,000 00
3,144,115 57
353,650 13
720,298 83
38,100 64
15,724 25
$4,322,189 42
520,461 69

$3,801,727 73
31, 1918.
281,901 17

2.419.59719
77,308 44
1,072,920,93

$8,801,727,73

HANCOCK S ,1. COURT.

(Continued from
great

to

care was

mistake

of the law

rather

habit of mind rather unfitted
him for the political field, aad yet he made
one venture in that direction, and only
one.
He would have made a strong and
valuable legislator, but the ofttimes rough
and thorny path that leads to legislative

Well do I remember that
ful eyes gazed.
eventful day wheD, following his arrival

cautious

sterling integrity and well balanced
judgment were towers of strength to the
many business activities with which he
His

connected.

practiced at this bar who
enemies than Mr. King. He
most considerate and courteous in his

No

man ever

made fewer
was

lawyers.

relations with his brother

While

tenancious of his clients’ rights he was
not technical but liberal in his attitude
toward opposing counsel. While his char-

was

him the way
house.

and ability created respect, his
friendly, human, generous nature created

tutor,

affection among his fellows.
Having spent twenty-five years in maturing and fitting himself for the bar, and
years in active and successful
reached the third and last

career, which should have
rounded out his life work with another
quarter century of larger service on the

phase of his

bench, but which was destined to be
limited to less than half the expected
span.
The

appointment

bench in

unexpected

was

friends.

The

Judge King to the
gratifying as it

of

June, 1907,

was as

both

to

Hancock

and

him

had

bar

his
been

greatly honored, with two members
the

on

years, and Judge
then serving as chief justice.
for

bench

many

Emery was
Judge King had not thought of being appointed, and none of his friends, except
one, had
another

dreamed

judge

be

would

that

from

any effort for
Hancock county

Had

successful.

not

another

distinguished member of this bar at that
time been serving the State as attorney
general and had not the governor relied
more on the judgment and recommenda-

from

the

hotel out to

way of substitution for
he served as a member of
me

my
the

when I

own
com-

hut

not

an

ardent

reaBoner.

proposition
ward, persistent force.
question of conscience,
a

He

went

di-

straightfor-

with

When

it

was a

met

it

point

he

blank.
A

before he

man

lawyer before be
all

was an

was

was

a

a

BRITISH PRICE ALWAYS SAME

sought

mind was solid rather thau brilliant;
active, rather than imaginative. He was
a close, but not a rapid thinker; an exact,
rectly at

England.

our

membership at this bar.
A personality well w*orth knowing, his
motives were pure, and his aims dignified.
Endowed with that most precious gift, a
well-balanced mind, he was secure against
allurements and temptations of every
kind; above all, against vanity and envy.
He feared God and kept His command;
ments.
Humane man, good lawyer, just
i judge. The love of freedom and of justice
His
was deeply engraven on his heart.

|

Interesting Comparisons Between
Systems in America and

boyish imagination,
Ellsworth, I showed

mittee which examined

acter

twenty-five
practice he

my
the metropolis of

By

He inmarked.
His
terested himself to his personal disadvantage in many enterprises and projects for the benefit of the community.

was

what, in

from

to him.

congenial
public spirit was
not

was

BRITAIN STARTED
WAR STAMP IDEA

were they whom you eulogize.
Judge King! First lawyer, aside from
the village lawyer, upon whom my youth-

counselor

was

halls

wreaths

State and laid upon their graves.
Worthy members of the noble profession

no

was

among the very front rank.
1 believe bis native modesty and

he

to those

modest one,

a

garnered from the fairest garlands of the

there

Ana safe

his side.

on

that

see

albeit

.5.)

page

lawyer, and a
he first of

judge,

American.

Stamp Is Dated When Purchased and
Is Due Exactly Five Years From
Date_War Savings Societies
Are Popular.

I

Washington.—An Interesting comparison between the systems of War
Savings stamps In Great Britain and
America Is made by the savings division of the United States treasury.
England had been selling War Savings certificates for more than a year
before this attractive form of Investment was offered to the people of the
United States. This country has had
the advantage of the Britons’ experience In this field, and while the two
savings stamps are alike In most respects. there are a few interesting dif-

ferences.
concept of citizenship was high.
The British War Savings Stamp Is
He turned bis eyes toward heaven, searchis due exing for signals of the truth. Learned, dated when purchased and
able, patient, modest, unassuming, honest actly five years from that date. This
enables them to sell the certificates alArno King.
ways for the same—15s. 8d. ($3.83).
As a lawyer, with frank fairness, with
clear insight, and with a sense of sound ; The American War Savings stamps
justice, he went his way, scorning any at- \ are issued in annual series, and each
series has a uniform date of issuance
tempt at sharp practice.
As a judge, just in his rulings and
j and of maturity. The present rate is
impartial in his career, he held with kept uniform by increasing the purfirm and equal hand the rights of the ! chase price one cent each month. This
litigants, high and low. He loved the ! means that all of the 1919 War Savings
honor of the bench, and was mindful of
stamps will mature In January, 1924,
that veratious truth that there are two! while in three or four years British
sides to almost every question. While | War Savings stamps will begin coming
he held the scales most evenly, he had
up for redemption In varying amounts
a tender heart whose generous instincts
each day.
His

prompting from without.
he British System.
practical common-sense; inThe British have devolved the systion
stinctive feeling of right and wrong, betem of purchasing the regular sixpence
obvious geographical expediency the ap- tween which he
tautly drew the line; postage stamps, which are pasted on a
pointment would not have been made.
and he inquired for the truth in honest
card until 31 are obtained. Then the
in June, iw/, air. rung nan gone
10
sincerity. Before his mind s eyes, juris- card is exchanged for a War Savings
Massachusetts to attend the graduation
human
an
was
of
j
origin,
justice
prudence
certificate.
Americans, on the other
of his daughter.
When he was asked
attribute of divinity, pre-existent of all hand, can
purchase a 25-cent Thrift
over the
telephone by Attorney lien. created things, eternal and immutable.
stamp, and thus gradually accumulate
Hamlin whether be would
accept an
He had bd! retained the confidence and j
the required 16 stamps necessary to
appointment on the bench he was as as- respect of the bar, the bench, and all the
purchase a War Savings stamp, addtonished as he was pleased.
his
rigid independ- ing, of course, the
people of the State;
necessary amount
“One generation passeth away and
ence could not be overawed or swerved
according to the month, namely, 12
another generation cometh.”
by any power.
cents for January or 23 cents for DeIn the brief time since Judge King’s
Judge Dunn also paid tribute to the j cember.
appointment the personnel of the bench
has almost entirely changed. Only one other deceased members of the bar in eloWar Savings societies, or associaman—the present chief justice—of those quent and fitting terms, and as a further
tions as the British term them, are
of

now

his chief

has

serving,

officer than upon

law

served

continouusly

Judge King’s appointment.
The position, its duties, its atmosphere
were agreeable to Judge King.
His mind
and faculties expanded with the enlarged
opportunities. He easily adapted himself
to the new situation. He soon acquired
since

the

right mental attitude

judge at
the first,

necessary to a
He was well liked at

Nisi Rrius
but

rapidly

with the bar all
in the trial

of

over

cases

so

became very popular
the State. His work
was

smooth,

so

his

tact, patience and courtesy so marked,
his appreciation of the rights of counsel so

fine,

his calm

sense so

temper, and good common
noticeable, that both lawyers and

litigants
only
they

had
had

pleased

were

have him hold
a

a

fair

trial, but

fair trial,
Certainly

a

portant.

and

satisfied

which
n©

They not
they thought
is equally imin

man

recent

years has made more of a success as
judge than our beloved friend and

bor,

now

to

term of court.

trial

a

neigh-

deceased.

The work of Judge King in the mort
arduous service consequent upon the presentation of

cases

to the law court

was

what

might be expected of a mind naturally well balanced, trained, experienced,
rounded by long association with other
able judges and backed by an earnest and
conscientious desire to find the truth.
In fact, I think that his

temperament

and

faculties

successful

better adapted

him

to

a

upon the bench than at
He had the judicial
temperament

the bar.

career

We have had invery high degree.
tellectual and able judges who lacked that
temperament, and we have had judges who
in

a

temperament and little else.
Judge King was not one-sided. He represented no extreme in any direction.
naa

He

me

was

well

balanced and

steady.

He

approached all the duties of his judicial
position from an admir able, well-poised
point of view.

needed
He

very numerous in the British Isles.
Each person affiliated with the associthe court for the day.
ation contributes either a fixed sum or
any amount he can at regular InterCASTINE.
vals, say, each week. Whenever the
Frank and Bertram Clergue spent the
secretary finds 15s. 6d. or more in the
week-end in town.
treasury he Immediately purchases one
or more War Savings certificates for
W. H. Hooper and wife spent the past
few days in Bangor.
his society, so that the certificates begin to draw Interest. As soon as a
Mrs. Adelbert Wescott of Belfast was
a week-end guest of Mrs. J. M. Dennett,
j number of persons have completed
their payments it Is customary to draw
Ormond Gott, employed in Bath, spent ;
lots for the advantage of the earliest
the week-end with his mother.
dated certificates in the association
Mrs. E. K. Carpenter spent several days
treasury. Thus, the lucky person may
last w eek in town.
obtain a certificate which has been
Elisha Wescott of Massachusetts, spent
accumulating Interest for weeks posthe week-end with his brother, David
sibly, while the last stamp drawn will,
Wescott.
of course, be only a few days old.
A community sing was held at EmerThese associations, which are estabson ball on Saturday night
in honor of
lished in churches, schools, shops and
Patriots day.
factories, give interest and a bit of
21.
G.
April
competition to saving while the weekly drawings add a touch of exciteNORTHEAST HARBOR.
ment.
George Kimball was a recent visitor in
Exempt From Taxation.
town.
Both British Savings certificates and
Miss Margaret McEachern is visiting in American War Savings stamps are exBoston.
empt from taxation, and for this and
V. R. Smith and wife recently visited other reasons there is a limitation to
the amount that may be held by one
in Dexter.
individual. In the early war days in
E. H. Kimball and wife have returned
England persons with income exceedfrom Florida.
ing $1,500 were not permitted to buy
F. I. Phillips and wife have returned to
Savings stamps. This condition was
Asticou for the summer.
later changed so that anyone may hold
Lewis Smailidge, who attends Gilman
Savings certificates up to about $2,500
high school, spent the week-end with his maturity
In
value.
the
United
at
Bartlett’s
Island.
parents
States one individual may not hold
Rev. Mr. Richards of Bangor Theologi- more than $1,000 of
any one series. In
cal seminary will preach at the Union
both countries there is no limitation
church next Sunday morning and evening.
preventing each member of a family
1919.
April 21.
from holding the prescribed limit.
mark of

—--

EASTBROOK.

of

rea-

gave promise, afterwards amply fulfilled, of the strength, vigor and sanity of
sons

his mind.
Marked
was

his

as was

service

his
on

and

great as
the bench the larger
success

traitiju of bis life work was denied
him and the state. Cut off in the prime
of bis life, in full physical strength, at
the very zenith of his mental power, with
at least ten years more of wonderful service before him, loved by his intimates

respected by all who knew him, he
calmly obeyed the call which no man may
and

refuse and leaves
we

shall

behind

him

a

memory

always cherish.

Judge Dunn, responding
tions, said:

Bunker, Cunningham and King
among their fellows, and endeared

fame
them

to their friends.

emotions

and

can

yet
memories,

sorry to hear he had an ill turn
last week. All hope for better news.

Pvt.

are

l«on

Googins of Lamoine, just
from France, visited his uncle, O. 8.
Googins, last week. His uncle expects to
home

accompany him to Boston, as he leaves
this week to parade in the 26th division.
His

say
I

further to

feel,

to add

amid
a

leaf,

Von

I;

Tirpitz Reported
“Broke” in Switzerland

£
£
1*5

—

A

§

15

Geneva,
Switzerland.—Adml- U
ral von Tirpitz, who Is credited
£
with having been the Instigator {•{
8 of ruthless submarine warfare, £
[«* has been the guest of General

£
J«J
£

!♦!

Will of the Swiss army since
the revolution In Germany, according to Swiss newspapers.
The former German naval chief

j£

At any Bank—Cash

WEST EDEN.

j

|

Judith Kittredge, is with her.
C. D. Kittredge, after a month’s stay
at his old home, has returned to Boston.

Edwin have sold
John Hadley and
| their
farm to Corydon Richardson of
Bon

Harbor, and
Harbor.

j
I

has

Lunt

Uladys

Miss

EAST SURRY.
Lojok boyB’ and girls’ club will hold an
ice-cream social at Rural ball Saturday
evening, April 26 Roy C. Haines will talk
on his experience in France and exhibit
his collection of souvenirs.

Hired Hessians.
The half German king, George HI
of England, employed about 30,000
troops from 30 different German states,
especially from He='.e, against the colonists, before tbe United States was a
nation. The reason was that the war
was verjr unpopular, few men enlisted
and the government dared not conscript Englishmen to fight their broth-

Seal

to

gone

F. H. Macomber.

to clerk for

Harbor,

moved" to Seal

have

Bar

C. H. Stover and wife who have spent

! the

j

Irvington-on-Hudson,

in

winter

their sons Rodney and James,
welcomed home.

V.,

N.
are

with

Peach and wife, have gone to
Mr. Peach iB
employed at

Malcolm

Hill.

Oak

J. Lee Fogg’s.
John L. Pray, lately returned from
France, has resumed bis milk route to
Bar Harbor.
J. Lee Fogg went to Bangor last week

|
I

aDd

purchased

Mrs.

j

|

new car.

a

Leighton

Alice

Bar
Easter with relatives.
April 21.
Eudora

went

to

daughter

and

Harbor to

M.

UttleUeld is visiting
sisters in Bluebill.

j
j

!
|
|

E. Perkins

Bangor

|

in

a

and

wife

visited

in

Perkins left Tuesday lor Southwhere

he

has

a

position

Perkins, recently graduated
from the Bcbool of navigation in Rockland, has gone to Boston to take a

position

in the merchant marine.

pleased

to know

gaining rapidly after
At

the

April

meeting of
the

upon Urban

that

she is

tells of a letter he censored for a
Texas soldier on the other side t<
his mother breaking the news of hlf
brother’s death. The letter read ai
follows:
“Dear
Ma—You
needn’t
bother to write to Ed any more as h«
got bumped off yesterday.”
Ho Got It.
Kansas City, Mo.—J. J. Bernard
farmer, looking for excitement, mel
two strangers who suggested cards
Bernard reported loss of his left shoe
and $150.

W.
the

one

Kittery

are

Mrs. T. A. Mclntire of Seal Harbor is a
guest of Mrs. Ada Williams.
Hinckley Robertson and wife are home,
after spending the winter in Machias.

Lunch

was

served.

Woodlgcke.

21.

Ralph Morse and William Bunker, who
employment in Sorrento, spent
Saturday and Sunday at home.
W’illiam Milne and Pearl Tripp, who
have employment in Etna, spent the

Northern Light, Capt. John
has made this port for some
The mate, Willard Rich, lives

Schooner

Robbins,
painting.
here.

from

home

came

The Christian Endeavor Local
Harbor May 10.

Union

will meet at Seal

Capt. John Latty is at home, after
attending the navigation school in
Mrs. Alton Farley

Portland,

from

and

where

are

home

have

spent

son

they

Harry Latty is spending a short time
his family, after spending part of

with

the winter in Cuba.
was

Easter
well

service at the church
The solo by Mr.

in

the

O. A. Tolrnan, Edwin Lopaus,
Otis H. Ingalls, Edwin Marshall, Nathan
Richardson, Lena Sperry, Myra Rumill,
cast were:

publication.

nerea*, rne ripening gram ui
grange, having once more mei our Heavec.?
Father's approval, He has seen fit, in hissing kindness, to gather from our sheavesasd
remove from our midst our beloved si*#1’
Priscilla
above;

service

Mrs. Lizzie Clark has returned to her
home in Southwest Harbor.

American for

w

TREMONT.

Davis,

to

His

great

storeboa#
»

|

Reaolved, That we bow in submission
the Divine Reaper, who will surely &*tWr
His own in due season. We will also
sisand mourn the loss of an active, faithful
ter from ear grange; active in all the w®r
assigned her to do, faithful in
s c
her duties. Cheerful and kindly to all.
strove to carry out the grange princ'P e«- |
Long will her words and deeds be remembered
and her influence be felt as we meet together
in the grange.
Resolved, That we, the members of Nicoli° j
the
grange, extend our love and sympathy to
bereaved family in their affliction.
Retolved, That these resolutions be spres®
on our records, a copy sent to the beret**®
f°f
family, also a copy sent to the press
f*J
publication, and our charter be draped

perform!®*

thirty days.

attended.

Stevens from the radio station

was

X.

Saturday night, April 19, eleven maypickers drove to Hall Quarry, by
auto, to gather flowers by lantern light.
flower

evening

spent in
gathering the mayflowers, which were
At 8 o'clock a fire
found abundantly.
was built, and everyone gathered around
and had supper. Then followed marsh-

toasting

and

was

As

games.

one

and the first

10.30, reporting
sporting trip of

a

tine time

the

Mrs. H. E. Dunbar
is
Harold
Mrs.
Brewer.

daughter,

visitioe
Coomb*

*?1

H. A. Snow is installing electric
making extensive repairs on

and

house he

recently purchased.

daugb^

Mrs. Willard Barrett, with
Barbara, is visiting her mother, Mw*
Iie
L. Pickering. Mr.
Barrett waa

Sunday.
April 21.

^

of

party had never seen a frog, hunting
frogs was a specialty. The pickers rambled home at

spent*

G. M. Whittaker has finished
mill and left Tuesday for Holden-

An Easter concert was held in the Union
church Sunday, with an interesting pro-

the

MibB Marion Gibbs of Bangor
week-end with her parents.
at the

MAN8ET.

The first of

EAST OELAND.

much

The pickers were as follows:
E. G. Stanley and wife,
Gladys Whitmore, Ira
Walls, Cora Mills, Mary Whitmore, Bessie
Noyes, Annie Clark, Lowell Noyes, Mr.
Mercer, John Lee.
Sub.
April 21.

Those

worth

John Bagley and wife of Seal Harbor
with
Mrs. Bagiev’s parents, J. B.
Havey and wife. Friends of Mr. Bagley
are glad to see him improving in health
after an illness of six months.
H.
April 21.
are

Tremont dramatic club gave
the drama “Deacon Dubbs of Sorghum

Va,” recently.

ready

world is better and brighter for the things
she did while here.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, a page of our
records be set apart to her memory, and a
the
copy of these resolutions be sent to
family of the deceased, also to Thb Ells-

they have employment.
The Easter concert given in the church
Sunday evening under the direction of
Mrs. Ethel Johnson was a decided success.

the

W.

*l*

Death has again invaded our
sheaf has been ijarnered
ranks and a
and borne to that great storehouse where
sooner or later all must go, we, as members
of Nicolin grange, are called upon to mourn
the loss by death of Sifter Elsie J. McGowo,
was
for the harvest. The
one who

gor, where

Lucy Gott and brother, Llewellyn Rich,
have moved to McKinley, where they will
work in the factoty, Mrs. Gott is still
quite lame from her fall two months ago.

Centre,

membership

The

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Wylie Newman of South Walpole, N. H.,
His
is home for an indefinite time.
father. O. G. Newman, ia in poor health.
Alvin Wentworth, Peter McKenzie and
Del mar Robertson left Monday for Ban-

mallow

The West

for

application

one

final degrees, tad

Whereas,

week-end at home.

gram.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robbins and son
Watson spent the week-end with Edwin
Lopaus and wife.

the

have

operation for enjoyed.
April 21.
Penobscot chapter
degrees were conLeach, recently re-

received

received.

summer.

Robert Abel and wife of
visiting here.

ORANGE.

lecturer’s hour was taken
up with readings and stories. It wis
voted to contribute $5 to the grange
Nicolin
educational aid fund of Maine.
grange has arranged a debating contest
to open at the next meeting, with Helen
Maddocks and Minnie Danico as captains.
Question for next meeting “What hare
for
their dairy
milk producers done
farms?”

R. Havey has opened his quarry for

an

WK8T TREMONT.

cer

candidate

NORTH SULLIVAN.

The

friends of Miss Alice W ard-

The many
well will be

NICOLIN

regular meeting April 19,

At the

the winter.

drug store.

Herman

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Pro-

salary.

Rockland.

last week.

Elmer

ington, Conn.,
!

Monday,

Clark high school reopened
after a week’s vacation.
H.

her

We Will!
part of its efforts to "finish

COUNTY NEWS

Thelma.

Shirley Galley
Friday.

PENOBSCOT.

ferred

Breaking It Gently.
WInsted, Conn.—An American offi-

for minister's

spent

Moses

Mrs.

turned from overseas.
_

Gertrude Tolman, Eva Norwood, Nettie
Humill.
for church.
Proceeds, $35.16,
Mrs. Pervear was pianist. The ladies’ aid
society served ice-cream and cake.

Mrs. Harvey Walla o( Otter Creek spent
i the week-end with her parents, M. W.
I Lurvey and wife.
Mrs. Annie McKay has returned from
her winter’s stay in Northeast Harbor.
Her many triends are sorry to learn ot her
Mrs.
Her
health.
ill
sister-in-law,

|

raise it/

we

the Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth as a
the job” of war financing.

discharge and is home.

|

England

by

Lurvey, who enlisted in the ceeds, $15,
April 21.
patrol, has received an honorable

roast

Shall

$115>875.

for

M. W.

Friday evening

Gem,

paid

COUNTY NEWS

j

Instalments

or

Loan Committee of New

Ellsworth’s quota is
This advertisement is endorsed ami

j

"

go.

April 21.

Liberty

!

£ | appendicitis.

father and brother Morris also plan to

to the resolu-

But few words remain to be added to
those already spoken, with beauty and
with power, in paying feeling tribute to
the ontstanding traits and characteristics
which gave to Messrs.
Abbott, Buck,

There is nothing I
their eulogies. And

Conn.,

;t|

berfy Loan|

M

respect, ordered adjournment of

The first case in which an opinion
Wilbur and Ralph Page have gone on
written by him appears in the reports is the railroad to work.
Stewart vs Leonard, a case in which an
Friends of Pvt. Ralph Dinemore, who is
old-fashioned technical lawyer, of a type
in the U. 8. army hospital at Parker Hill,
now happily obsolescent, sues a deputy
Boston, are glad to know he is improving.
sheriff for not properly serving an execuFriends of Pvt. David Abbott, who is in
tion by arrest of the body. The broad
the U. 8. A. hospital at New Haven,
grounds upon which J udge King restesd his
decision and his sound statement

t

no

had

season.

Gold Once Little Valued.
Bev. Dr. W. E. Griffis says tBSRJ*
historically true that in early
there were houses roofed with ?

For centuries, he soys, gold h<1^
‘’ ^
more value in Japan than ln
the p,.
sought
America when Balboa
w
clflc. Even until 1859 gold was
only four times as much as silver,
♦

